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Chris Sutherland, known by many, as the “hockey guru”
and up until recently “Mr Dita” has now launched the
new hockey brand ARATAC.

Even before Chris entered the sports trade he was
busy reinforcing hockey sticks in the late 70’s. When
he went to Holland in 1980, to play hockey
professionally, he met the owners of Dita Pakistan and
with them and the Dutch Dita, he started his career in
the hockey industry. Since then Chris, with his
enthusiasm along with his hockey expertise, has helped
to develop numerous successful hockey products.

Chris is now completely free to develop further ideas
with his new brand.

ARATAC will shortly have high quality products from
International level down to the “back to school” hockey
products that he helped to develop for the UK.

It will not take ARATAC long to get a market share as
brand awareness will move rather quickly with so many
top players waiting now for the new sticks to arrive.
Chris developed a famous stick which was known by
many as “the best dribbling stick in the World” and his
new and improved version of this is due in the country
in April.

Product ranges available for delivery from June
onwards are:-

Sticks: All price points
Grips/Tape: Chamois & stick tape
Protection: Shinguards & Gloves
Textiles: Shorts, Skorts
Bags: Stickbags of all price points, Goalie bags and
sports bags
Hockey balls: All types and colours

ARATAC - EH19 3HY - Tel: 0131 660 1222 - email: info@cshockey.co.uk - Contact: Chris Sutherland
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WITH
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  Energy availability

  Endurance capacity

  Electrolyte replenishment

PREMIUM SPORTS PERFORMANCE GEL 
TO ASSIST WITH CARBOHYDRATE ENERGY DELIVERY 
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Available at:

AVAILABLE FLAVOURS

  Vanilla Caramel and Mocha

  Coming Soon:  
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  and Apple & Blackcurrant



JB’s bankruptcy last year raises
some important strategic
questions for Nike and adidas.
The failed retailer sold over £400
million worth of sports footwear

and apparel in 2012, so the gap left in the
market following its collapse is substantial 
and has created uncertainty for both brands
and retailers. 

Nike and adidas were by far JJB’s best
selling brands, which explains the issue the two
company’s now face - who are they going to
sell their sports performance products to? The
alternatives for Nike and adidas seem limited in
the current context. 

PREMIUM
JD Sports, in partnership with INTERSPORT, is
testing the new JD Pro format, which sells
premium performance products and offers
expert advice on cutting edge sport
technologies. The profile of this store could be
of interest to Nike and adidas, but JD is only
just making its debut in the sports performance
segment. With just one store open in the City of
London, it could take a while before a sizeable
network is established. 

On the other hand, Sports
Direct acquired all of JJB’s stock
and 20 of its stores and, pursuing
its low pricing strategy, continues
to grow at a fast pace. Nike and
adidas will, no doubt, be reluctant
to sell their top end performance
products through Sports Direct,
as it could potentially damage
their brand images. 

TOUGHER
To compound the situation for
Nike and adidas, the NPD Group
has notice that the competition is
getting tougher with the arrival of new or
relatively new brands from the other side of the
Atlantic. Who are they?

Under Armour, a strong competitor of Nike
and adidas’ in the US, has embarked on a plan
of global expansion, as currently 94 per cent of
its revenue is coming from North America. The
brand landed on UK shores a few years ago and
successfully managed to develop the base layer
category. It replaced Puma as Tottenham
Hotspur’s football kit manufacturer in 2012 in

The NPD Group examines the market conditions faced by
Nike and adidas following JJB’s demise and increased
competition in the UK sports sector

J
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order to increase the company’s visibility in 
the sports market, shed its reputation as a
manufacturer of base layers only and grow 
its business in other areas such as footwear 
and accessories.

Warrior Sports, which manufacturers
lacrosse and ice hockey apparel and equipment,
is investing heavily in the UK football market.
The company outbid adidas for the right to
make Liverpool FC replica kit and has signed up
the likes of Marouane Fellaini and Vincent
Kompany to wear its football boots. During the
2011-2012 season, adidas’ Liverpool kit was the
second best selling club replica in the UK,
according to NPD’s Online Consumer Panel.  

WOMEN
In other categories, Nike and adidas have
dominated the women’s apparel market, but are
now seeing more potential competition arrive
on the scene.

The Canadian brand Lululemon, created in
1998, has grown its business throughout the US
and opened its first UK showroom in London in
2012. The company makes sports apparel for
yoga, running and dancing, which is sold at high

price points. It produces
clothes that are seen as both
fashionable and comfortable,
competes against Sweaty
Betty, a brand that has a similar
profile in the UK, and could
grab some share from brands
like Nike and adidas in the
aerobic/fitness apparel
category.

Another possible
competitor of the big two is
Victoria’s Secret, a brand that’s
not all about lingerie. In
America’s female sports
apparel market it has

performed well, especially with the  PINK
collection - Major League Baseball partnered
with Victoria’s Secret to produce a limited
edition PINK MLB range for all 30 teams.   

In addition, traditional fashion retailers are
also focusing on opportunities in the sports
market. Stores such as Gap and H&M have
developed a range of sports apparel products,
providing customers with a more diversified
offering of running and workout items.

£40

TOUGH AT
THE TOP

“WARRIOR
SPORTS
OUTBID
ADIDAS FOR
THE RIGHT
TO MAKE
LIVERPOOL
FC REPLICA
KIT”
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The NPD Group monitors the sales of sports footwear and 
apparel in many countries around the world. For more information
contact the NPD Group sports team on 01932 355580.

Source: The NPD Group - GB Sports Apparel & Footwear Consumer Panel

34%

66%

UK SPORTS SECTOR
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WHAT’S NEWS
ALL THE VERY LATEST IN THE SPORTS INDUSTRY...

WARRIOR 
IN GOOD

KOMPANY
THE BRAND HAS SIGNED VINCENT

KOMPANY, THE MANCHESTER CITY AND
BELGIUM CAPTAIN, TO A LONG TERM

ENDORSEMENT DEAL.

“BEING AN
OLYMPIC
SPORT IS
LIKE A
LITTLE BIT
OF FAIRY
DUST.”
ENGLAND HOCKEY
CHIEF EXECUTIVE SALLY
MUNDAY, AFTER IT WAS
CONFIRMED THE SPORT
WOULD REMAIN PART
OF THE OLYMPIC
PROGRAMME IN 2020 

TWITTERING Sports Insight is now on Twitter. For the latest industry news, new product information and details
of forward features and special advertising opportunities follow us @sportsinsightuk. 
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I’M HONOURED TO
BE JOINING THE
WARRIOR TEAM

“Vincent is built with a DNA that
makes him the ultimate warrior

and perfect signing for us,” says
Ben Haworth, global sports

marketing manager for Warrior
Football. “He is the complete

footballer, equipped with
incredible skill as a player

along with the power to
inspire as a captain. 

“He has already begun
etching a legendary mark on

the modern game and is
galvanising Belgium as an

international football force to be
reckoned with. Aligning with an

athlete of this calibre is a
remarkable feat.”

Kompany adds: “I’m
honoured to be joining the

Warrior team - I see our
relationship as more of a

partnership because it’s about a
lot more than just their brilliant

product. For me, being a warrior
is a mindset. Beyond your

physical ability, it’s about what
you have in your heart, in your

head and in your mind. I’m
happy to endorse those values.”
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Send your stories to the
Sports Insight news desk at
siedit@partridgeltd.co.uk 
or call 01273 748675.

INTERSPORT Q4 
2013 SHOW
March 26-27, Solihull

DIARY DATES INTERSPORT Q1
2014 SHOW
June 25-26, Solihull

STAG UK SUMMER
BUYING SHOW 
July 7-8, Four Pillars
Hotel

STAG IRISH SUMMER
BUYING SHOW
July 13-14, Tullamore
Court Hotel

INTERSPORT Q2
2014 SHOW
September 25-26,
Solihull

The company grew its EMEA business by 22
per cent last year as a result of increased
investment in new products.

New Balance said its running and 
lifestyle ranges were the primary growth
drivers in 2012. Its ‘Let’s Make Excellent
Happen’ advertising campaign has also been 
credited with attracting younger runners 
to the brand.

“Against the background of a challenging
economy, the brand continues to extend its
reach and heighten its popularity among the
running community,” says Jon Ram, New
Balance’s EMEA managing director.

STAG IRISH WINTER
BUYING SHOW
October 12-13, Tullamore
Court Hotel

STAG UK WINTER
BUYING SHOW 
November 24-25 
Four Pillars Hotel

GB’S MULTIPLE RETAILERS CLOSED AN AVERAGE OF
20 STORES A DAY ACROSS THE UK’S TOP 500 TOWN
CENTRES IN 2012, ACCORDING TO DATA COMPILED
FOR PWC BY THE LOCAL DATA COMPANY.

Year on year the net reduction in the number of stores
climbed more than tenfold from 174 closures in 2011 to
1,779 in 2012. The data also revealed that card, computer
games, clothes, banks, health foods, jewellers, travel
agents, recruitment agencies and sports goods shops were
among the hardest hit last year. Pound shops, pawnbrokers,
charity shops, cheque cashing outlet, betting shops,
supermarkets and coffee shops bucked the trend.

“2012 saw more retail chains go into insolvency than
ever before,” says Mike Jervis, insolvency partner and 
retail specialist at PwC. “The failed chains generally 
shared two problems - too many stores and too little
multichannel activity. 

“A number of them had failed to deal with their
underlying issues by hiding behind light touch restructuring
processes, especially company voluntary arrangements.
2013 has seen the downward trend become even worse.”

Christine Cross, chief retail adviser to PwC, adds:
“Although the figures are more disappointing than 
many had hoped, we have to acknowledge that several 
of the companies with closures had anticipated these 
for some time. 

“What is surprising is the speed at which stores have
been picked up by value and grocery retailers in particular.
Good businesses with good operating models and good
people don’t fail.”

According to Matthew Hopkinson, director of The Local
Data Company, over seven million sq ft of retail space - the
equivalent of 131 football pitches or just over four Westfield
London’s - was lost because of closures in 2012.22%

HIGH STREET STORE CLOSURES
INCREASED TENFOLD IN 2012

11www.sports-insight.co.uk
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SOUND INVESTMENT POLICY
PAYS OFF FOR NEW BALANCE

THE BIG HIT, THE LATEST
PROGRAMME DESIGNED
TO GET PEOPLE 
PLAYING SQUASH AND
RACKETBALL, TURNED 
A RETAIL SHOPPING UNIT
INTO A ‘POP UP’ SQUASH
SHOP AT MANCHESTER’S
CORN EXCHANGE ON
FEBRUARY 22-23. 

Members of the public
were able to try their hand at
the two sports via free taster
lessons from qualified coaches
inside ‘The Big Hit shop’, an
unoccupied retail unit
sandwiched between two 
of the high street’s leading
fashion brands. 

Dropping in for a spot of
coaching herself, England’s
number one female player,
Laura Massaro, was impressed
with the shop. 
“I think it’s a great idea,” she
says. “Squash is the perfect
sport to put in the shop
window and because we play

on courts not much bigger than
this shop the experience for
shoppers to pick up a racquet
and have a go gives them a feel
for how much fun the game
can be. 
“There is so much redundant
retail space on Britain’s high
streets that making good use of
it to get the public playing a
sport like squash is so
blindingly simple. The Big Hit
should be a big success.”
The Big Hit is the new
campaign from England Squash
& Racketball and is at the start
of a nationwide tour, visiting 10
cities throughout 2013.

Squash and racketball 
put in the shop window
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THE 
NEWS

TICKER 1
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1. ON WINS GOLD 
On’s Cloudracer won a Gold
Award in the Performance
Footwear category of the 2013
iSPO Awards. The shoe was
engineered in Switzerland by
six times Ironman Champion
Olivier Bernhard.

2. SCIENCE IN SPORT
The endurance nutrition brand
has signed Sir Chris Hoy and
Helen Jenkins as brand
ambassadors. Jenkins 
finished 5th for Team GB 
in last summer’s London 
2012 Olympics.

A NEW GOVERNMENT INITIATIVE HAS BEEN LAUNCHED
TO BUILD ON THE PORTAS REVIEW, AN INDEPENDENT
ASSESSMENT OF THE FUTURE OF THE UK’S HIGH
STREETS, WHICH WAS PUBLISHED IN DECEMBER 2011.

Co-chaired by Local Growth Minister Mark Prisk and Alex Gourlay,
chief executive, Health & Beauty Division, Alliance Boots, the
Future High Streets Forum brings together leaders from retail,
property and business to better understand the competition
town centres across the country face and to drive forward new
ideas and policies. 

In particular, it will advise the country’s 27 Portas Pilots and
330 Town Team Partners on how to adjust to a new era of online
shopping and the changing way in which consumers shop, as
well as develop policies to enable town centres to adapt to the
changing retail landscape. 

It will look at issues such as promoting parking solutions and
good practice to help high streets attract more visitors, making it
easier for empty spaces to be used as pop up shops to bring new
business to the high street and allowing commercial landlords to
turn part of their buildings into residential properties to draw
more people into town centres.

“It is clear our high streets will need to change to prosper,”
says Mark Prisk. “There is already great work being done across
the country to revitalise town centres, but it needs to spread
further faster. The Future High Streets Forum will help us do that.
The forum will bring business, councils, retailers and property
experts to work together and back communities to rejuvenate
our high streets.”

Members of the forum include representatives from John
Lewis, the British Retail Consortium, the British Property
Federation, the British Council of Shopping Centres, the
Association of Town & City Management and the Association of
Convenience Stores.

“Boots UK strongly supports the pursuit of creating healthy
and prosperous high streets, which can be an essential, if not the
most critical, ingredient in supporting the regeneration of local
communities,” says Alex Gourlay. “High streets are vital for 
the health of our 
communities, providing
services and support that
are accessible and within
easy walking distance for
many people. 

“From speaking to
our customers, we know
the survival of the high
street is very important to
them. I am proud to be
co-chairing The Future
High Streets Forum to
work with others also
committed to the future
of our high streets and
ensuring their growth and
success in years to come.”

Future High Streets
Forum established

THE WETSUIT AND
SWIMSKINS COMPANY 
HAS AGREED WHAT IT
DESCRIBES AS A “GROUND
BREAKING PARTNERSHIP”
WITH ALISTAIR AND
JONATHAN BROWNLEE
(PICTURED).

As a result, the brand will
supply its equipment to
Olympic triathlon champion
Alistair and his bronze 
medal winning and world
champion brother Jonathan
just 16 months after it began
trading in 2011. 

"As a young company
based in the Midlands, we feel
honoured and privileged to be
associated with Alistair and
Jonathan,” says HUUB CEO
Dean Jackson. “We’ve always
been very confident in our
research and in the science we
adopt and the revolutionary

product we’ve produced
enabled us to spring forward
in partnership with investors
who shared our vision for
both the company and the
product itself.” 

Jackson says that for
HUUB to be standing shoulder
to shoulder with Olympic
medallists is unbelievable: 
“In our short existence 
we’ve been working flat out 
to prove our technology 
and beliefs do work at the
highest level of competition
and there could be no better
illustration of that than being
able to put two world class
athletes into our suits and 
see them put to excellent 
use all over the world. 

“To say I'm delighted 
with this partnership would 
be an understatement. This 
is an incredibly proud day 
for all of us.”

JACKSON SAYS THAT FOR
HUUB TO BE STANDING

SHOULDER TO SHOULDER
WITH OLYMPIC MEDALLISTS

IS UNBELIEVABLE
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RONHILL AND HILLY HAVE
BEEN RECOGNISED FOR
THEIR SUCCESSFUL
OVERSEAS EXPLOITS. 

The running brands have
been shortlisted for a
Queen’s Award For Export
and reached the finals of the
International Business of the
Year category at the
prestigious E3 Business
Awards, which was held at
the Reebok Stadium, Bolton
on February 7.

Says brand
director Graham
Richards: “To be
shortlisted as one of
the four finalists from
hundreds of
applications in the
International Business
of the Year category
was a great
achievement. 

“Our export
business is growing and such
recognition is a 
result of the great product
and service that we offer.”

Ronhill also reached the
final of the ‘Rising Star’
category at the North West
China Awards, which was
held at The Lowry in
Manchester on February 22.

Says Richards: “The
recognition is encouraging,
as we continue to develop
our business in Hong Kong
and mainland China. 

“This is a relatively new
market for us, but one that we
see significant growth in the
future. Our distributor is
planning a media and retail
launch in April, in conjunction
with the British Consulate in
Hong Kong, and we anticipate
this will be the catalyst to
further development.”

Ronhill and Hilly recently
exhibited at two major expos
- Outdoor Retailer in Salt
Lake City and ISPO MUNICH. 

“We were pleased with
both expos,” says Richards.
“The OR show was very
positive for our USA
distributor. ISPO was
phenomenal, with so much
interest and potential new
distributors. We teamed up
with our sister brands,
Mountain Equipment,
Sprayway and Bridgedale,
and the group stand looked
really impressive.”

3
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Sales success for ASICS

3. ATHLETICS IRELAND
New Balance has been named
as the new sponsor of
Athletics Ireland. The multi
year deal means the brand
will supply the Irish track and
field team with a full selection
of teamwear.

4. ASICS ON THE TRAIL 
It’s been unveiled as the
official sportswear and
running shoe partner of the
Lakeland Trails run series.
The deal will see ASICS
support some of the largest
trail running events in the UK.

5. SPORTS DIRECT
The retailer has bought the
Republic fashion chain from
administrators, saving 2,100
jobs. The deal includes 114
stores, stock, Republic’s
website and own brands
SoulCal, Fabric and Crafted.

ASICS EUROPE INCREASED SALES BY
EIGHT PER CENT BETWEEN JANUARY
AND SEPTEMBER 2012, DESPITE
DIFFICULT TRADING CONDITIONS.

Running apparel was up 40 per cent and
running footwear 10 per cent, while tennis
saw double digit growth. The brand also
posted strong results in core performance
sports footwear such as volleyball, handball
and court sports, as well as accessories. 

ASICS Benelux, Scandinavia and the
company’s European distributors all reported
single digit growth. Double digit increases
were posted by ASICS Germany and France.
Sales in the brand’s own retail outlets
increased by 66 per cent. 

Alistair Cameron, CEO of ASICS 
Europe, says: “The first three quarters of 
2012 were challenging for ASICS in Europe
following the decision to terminate a number
of high profile accounts as part of the
repositioning of the brand across Europe
through the implementation of a selective
distribution policy. 

“Despite this, we achieved strong growth.
Our running performance, tennis and apparel

“IT’S JUST
WHAT YOU
NEED - A 
BIG ONE TO
SET YOURSELF
FOR THE 
REST OF 
THE GAME.”
MANU TUILAGI EXPLAINS
HOW A COLLISION WITH
LOUIS PICAMOLES’S
ELBOW HELPED HIS
PERFORMANCE AGAINST
THE FRENCH. HIS EAR
REQUIRED 19 STITCHES
AFTER THE MATCH

Group stand at ISPO MUNICH

results were all outstanding. We expect 2013 to be
strong and the trend for performance ASICS
products continues unabated thanks to our
continued investment in TV advertising, which helps
us grow brand awareness and brand meaning.”

EXPORT NOMINATIONS FOR RUNNING BRANDS
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KITSTOP
ESSENTIAL STOCK FOR YOUR SHOP
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TEAMWEAR IN SYNERGY
SPALDING’S NO NONSENSE ONE TEAM RANGE IS IDEAL
FOR ALL SPORTS WHERE FIRST IMPRESSIONS COUNT AND
KITS NEED TO LOOK GOOD SEASON AFTER SEASON.

The company’s newest addition to the range is the women’s
Synergy Polo, a super stylish and lightweight performance 
polo engineered from premium moisture wicking fabric 
to help the wearer stay cooler for longer. Ergonomically 
cut seams ensure an easy and comfortable fit that follows 
the body’s natural lines, helping minimise friction and skin
irritation during movement.

Available in five core team colours (black, white, navy, royal and
red), sizes XS-XL. Co-coordinating Synergy Polo available for
men, sizes S-XXL. For the full game plan visit 
www.spaldingeurope.com
For more information call UK customer services on 
01952 682 900 or email info.spalding@fotlinc.com

www.sportindustry.biz

Sponsored by

OPTIMUM
FIRST PRESENTED AT THE 2012 STAG UK BUYING
SHOW, OPTIMUM’S NEW RANGE OF TRIBAL RUGBY
BOOTS (PRICED AT £24.99 JUNIOR AND £29.99
SENIOR) HAS PROVED TO BE THE COMPANY’S MOST
ANTICIPATED LINE IN RECENT YEARS AND, BASED
ON ORDERS RECEIVED, IS SET TO BE AMONG
OPTIMUM’S BEST SELLERS FOR 2013.

Optimum has decided to extend the range to also
incorporate an easy fasten velcro version in sizes 10-3
with a moulded stud outsole for £19.99 and a six stud
outsole model for £24.99. In addition, the company will
also be launching a Tribal football boot in both junior
(£24.99) and senior (£29.99) sizes.

For more information, or if you would like to discuss 
the range with an Optimum sales representative, call 
01942 497707 or email enquiries@optimumsport.com
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PRODUCT ROUND-UP
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TROLLEY DASH

2

VIBRAM
FIVEFINGERS

KMD SPORT 
WITH TODAY’S ATHLETE IN

MIND, VIBRAM FIVEFINGERS
HAS RAISED THE INTENSITY

WITH THE VIBRAM
FIVEFINGERS KMD SPORT,

FORMALLY KNOWN AS THE
KOMODO SPORT. 

This aggressive multisport design
contains several functional

features that appeal to the most
active fitness enthusiast. For the

first time ever, Vibram introduces
a stitch free, seamless 2mm

footbed to reduce friction, while
heel and instep hook and loop

closures help secure the stretch
nylon upper to the contours of

your foot - just like a second skin. 

The KMD Sport wouldn’t be
complete without a 4mm Vibram
TC1 performance rubber outsole,

which provides the grip and
protection needed for a variety of

cross training activities. 
For more information on the

FiveFingers range email
info@primallifestyle.com
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PRICE 
OF BATH
DESIGNING, PRODUCING
AND DEVELOPING BALLS
FOR TENNIS, MINI TENNIS,
SQUASH, RACKETBALL 
AND MINI SQUASH, AS 
WELL AS MANUFACTURING
PROMOTIONAL BALLS 
AND RUBBER PRODUCTS 
OF ALL KINDS SINCE THE
1930S, PRICE OF BATH 
HAS A WEALTH OF
KNOWLEDGE TO SOLVE
YOUR SUPPLY NEEDS.

Since 1936 Price of Bath has
been the only ball maker in
the UK and Europe. All other
balls are imported and made
down to a price point. Price of
Bath specialises in quality,
specials, top end products
and personalised balls for all.
Contact the company to order
the ESRA official match ball
for racketball.
Tel: 01225 742141. 
Email: derek@jpricebath.co.uk
www.jppricebath.co.uk
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1.  TEAM COLOURS. 01920 876 240. WWW.TEAM-COLOURS.CO.UK
2. TRIBAL RUGBY BOOTS. OPTIMUM. ENQUIRIES@OPTIMUMSPORT.COM
3. AW13 BOOTS. CANTERBURY. SALES@CANTERBURY.COM 
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KITSTOP
ESSENTIAL STOCK FOR YOUR SHOP

SHOCK DOCTOR 
ULTRA SHOULDER

SUPPORT WITH
STABILITY CONTROL

PERFECT SHOULDER POSITIONING IS
ENSURED WITH THE SHOCK DOCTOR

SHOULDER SUPPORT

It guarantees stability control and
compression retention support due to

the inclusion of its X-Fit strap. The X-Fit
enables you to position and correctly

align your shoulder on either side of the
body. Choose the advanced therapy

system that offers top of the line relief
and stability when you need it most.

Anatomically designed for either
shoulder, the Shock Doctor shoulder

support features a multi-strap design for
a wide range of support and

compression; N-Tex for moisture wicking
and therapeutic warmth and healing; and

integrated antimicrobial technology to
reduce odour causing bacteria. 

For more information about the Shock
Doctor range email sales@hy-pro.co.uk
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Sponsored by

ADIDAS
BADMINTON
ADIDAS HAS INVESTED OVER
TWO YEARS’ IN RACKET
DEVELOPMENT, SECURING 
THE LEADING PRODUCT
ENGINEERS AND DEVELOPERS
ACROSS EUROPE AND JAPAN.
THE RESULT IS A RANGE OF
RACKETS DESIGNED TO
DELIVER EITHER POWER 
PLAY OR FAST ATTACK /
REACTIVE DEFENCE.  

Here we feature a mid range
power frame - the P550.
Enhanced power is generated
from multiple power
technologies working in harmony
across the frame, including a
Power Carbon construction, Aero
Power frame profile and Power
Arch system. Specification:
weight - 86g; balance - head
heavy; shaft flex - flexible; length
- 675mm. Retail price: £49.95.
For more information call
Graham Rix, head of sales, 
on 07770 954421 or email
sales@racketsportseurope.co.uk
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ZINC RED-I CAMERA
ZINC HAS UNVEILED ITS MICRO FORMAT RED-I VIDEO CAMERA. 

The guys from Zinc are expanding their portfolio of scooter 
and bike accessories, with RED-i being the latest addition to the
range, allowing the user to capture and download live video in a
compact, go anywhere format. 
The RED-i is an easy to use, pocket size video recorder with one touch
recording. Its unique design allows the user to attach the camera to
just about anything - a helmet, scooter, bicycle or even clothing. 
The camera is compatible with both Mac and PC and with
superfast download speeds makes videos quick and easy to 
share. The RED-i’s silicon skin not only allows users to customise
the colour of their camera, but also acts as rugged protection -
perfect for capturing your greatest adventures on the go. 
For more information on the Zinc range 
email ying@hy-pro.co.uk

TROLLEY DASH
1.  CYCLO SOCK. HILLY. 0161 366 5020 
2. GEL-KAYANO 19. ASICS. WWW.ASICS.CO.UK
3. ZOPPO. 0044 (0)1442 800124. SALES@ZOPPOHIPPO.COM
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PRODUCT ROUND-UP
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TEAM COLOURS OFFERS A LARGE SELECTION
OF HIGH QUALITY SPORTS BAGS AT

AFFORDABLE PRICES.  

Depending on what you require, the company
has plenty of options for you to choose from.  

Custom sports bags are ideal for creating a
unique sporting accessory. Choose from a

variety of styles, designs and colours and make
a perfect sports bag, no matter what the sport.

Choose either printing and/or embroidery to
add that little extra personal touch. Ideal for

sports clubs, teams and events.

For more information on this, 
or any customer enquiries, 
call 44 (0) 1920 876 240,

email trade@team-colours.co.uk 
or visit www.team-colour.co.uk

TEAM COLOURS SPORTS BAGS
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CUSTOM SPORTS BAGS ARE
IDEAL FOR CREATING A

UNIQUE SPORTING
ACCESSORY. CHOOSE FROM

A VARIETY OF STYLES,
DESIGNS AND COLOURS
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KITSTOP
ESSENTIAL STOCK FOR YOUR SHOP www.sportindustry.biz

Sponsored by
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USN’S PURE PROTEIN
USN’S PURE PROTEIN IS A BLEND CONSISTING OF A
PRECISE MIXTURE OF DIFFERENT PROTEIN SOURCES.
PROTEIN IS THE STRUCTURAL CORE OF THE HUMAN BODY
AND IS AT WORK IN EVERY SINGLE CELL. PROTEIN
PERFORMS MANY ESSENTIAL FUNCTIONS IN THE BODY
AND IS REQUIRED FOR GROWTH AND REPAIR OF TISSUES.

Core benefits of the ingredients of Pure Protein include: protein
contributes to the growth and maintenance of muscle mass;
pantothenic acid supports normal synthesis and metabolism of
steroid hormones, Vitamin D and some neurotransmitters;
pantothenic acid also contributes to normal mental
performance and a reduction in tiredness and fatigue;
magnesium contributes to normal protein synthesis and the
maintenance of normal muscle function.
For more information call 0845 1800 556, 
email info@usn.co.uk or visit www.usn.co.uk

THERA CANE IS A SELF-MASSAGER USED TO
APPLY PRESSURE TO SORE MUSCLES. ITS
UNIQUE DESIGN LETS YOU APPLY DEEP
PRESSURE SELF-MASSAGE TO HARD TO REACH
AREAS OF YOUR BODY ON YOUR OWN.

Pressure applied to the muscles by the Thera Cane
helps to maximise the flow of oxygenated blood to
the muscles. This helps to restore muscle function
by releasing knots in muscle fibres, allowing the
muscle to work more efficiently. It’s ideal for
athletes.

You can win a Thera Cane by guessing the
international Olympic team that was seen at
Heathrow with the Thera Cane.

For more information call Live On The Edge on
0333 400 8181 or email info@live-on-the-edge.com

THERA CANE SELF-MASSAGER
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TROLLEY DASH
1.  GX 8000. GRAYS. 01580 880357. WWW.GRAYS-INT.CO.UK
2. CRICKET PROTECTION. SALES@STRETTONFOXSPORTS.COM
3. ULTIMATE SPORTS NUTRITION. 0845 1800 556. INFO@USN.CO.UK
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PRODUCT ROUND-UP
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IT’S A FUN START TO THE SEASON WITH JAKABEL
LIVELY, COLOURED UVP50+ WEAR IS

FLEXIBLE AND GORGEOUS, LETTING KIDS
BE KIDS WHILE PROTECTING THEM FROM

THE HARSH ELEMENTS OF THE SUN.

With an age range from 0-13, plus
adults UV wear, Jakabel can
cover the whole family. Floatsuits,

wetsuits, pool toys and accessories
make the brand a one-stop shop 

for you, the retailer.

No minimum order quantities and delivery
within 2-3 days all year round. Contact

Jakabel for its new catalogue today.
For more information 

call +44 (0)20 8715 2385, 
email josu.shephard@jakabel.com 

or visit www.jakabel.com

|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

ASICS GEL-FUJI
TRABUCO 

AFTER NO LESS THAN 14 EDITIONS, THE
POPULAR ASICS GEL-FUJI TRABUCO HAS

BEEN INTEGRATED IN THE FUJI TRAIL LINE,
WHICH IS DEVELOPED BY ASICS IN

COLLABORATION WITH ELITE TRAIL
RUNNERS. A LONG-STANDING FAVOURITE OF

THOSE WHO TAKE THEIR RUNNING OFF
ROAD, THE GEL-FUJI TRABUCO NEUTRAL IS
LIGHTER AND MORE RESPONSIVE WITHOUT

SACRIFICING ON COMFORT. 

The NEUTRAL version of the GEL-FUJI
TRABUCO has a softer Solyte lasting to provide

extra cushioning. It also features a Rock
Protection Plate and Trail Specific Outsole to
provide protection and traction on the most

challenging surfaces, while the Personal Heel Fit
provides a memory foam collar in the heel to

ensure a secure, comfortable fit. 

The GEL-FUJI TRABUCO G-TX features a
weatherproof yet breathable GORE-TEX upper to
protect your foot in extreme weather conditions. 

GEL-FUJI TRABUCO G-TX: SSP £110. GEL-FUJI
TRABUCO: SSP £100.

For more information call 01925 243360, 
email info@asics.co.uk or visit www.asics.co.uk
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Solosports Brands
gives us the inside
track on Arena

21www.sports-insight.co.uk

Waternity, which provides maximum
chlorine resistance while being strong
and comfortable with a soft feel against
the skin, and Waterfeel X-Life, which
provides ultimate sensitivity to water.
Manufactured by Carvico, it is chlorine
resistant, making it the perfect fabric for
all water activities. 

In addition to
the technical
performance merits
of the materials
used, design has an
important role as
the product has to
look good, feel
good and perform
exceptionally 
to exceed
expectations. 
To this end,
distinctive Italian
design brings style
and imagination 
to all ranges. 

HOW IS IT
MARKETED?
Arena’s worldwide
Elite team
includes British

Olympic swimmers Hannah Miley and
Francesca Halsall. Their performance,
along with the rest of the Elite team,
profiles the brand at the highest
levels using all forms of media.

The brand has also provided
grass roots support for several
years, typified by The National
Arena Swim League, which is the
UK’s premier swimming
competition and is made up of
seven regions that annually involve
30,000 swimmers in a knockout
format. The Junior Arena League is a
similar event for competitive swimmers
aged 9-12. The Windermere Chill Swim is
an open water event where entrants
cannot wear a wetsuit and the water
temperature is expected to be five degrees
centigrade. This extreme competition
attracted entrants from Russia, Latvia and
Germany, plus the UK.

We work closely with our retailers,
providing up to date imagery and technical
information. Social media is a tool we also
use, with word of mouth being a very
effective form of recommendation.

WHY DO YOU THINK 
IT SELLS SO WELL?
Our customer service, expertise,
product range and resources are

CAN YOU GIVE US SOME
BACKGROUND ON THE BRAND?
Launched in 1973 by inspirational sports
lover, entrepreneur and sports sponsorship
pioneer Horst Dassler, Arena was the first
swimwear company to engage in textile
and fluid dynamics research in a quest to
develop the fastest, lightest, smoothest
and most durable
products for both
the competitive
and recreational
swimmer. It is a
trait that has
distinguished
Arena throughout
its history, as it
continues to
define trends and
set standards to
this day. 

Throughout
the years Arena
has equipped
some of the
world’s greatest
swimming
champions, with
the three diamond
brand mounting
podiums the world
over in the sport’s top competitions.
Beyond the training and racing pools, the
company applies its water instinct and
technical know-how to an extensive range
of beach and leisurewear products designed
with distinctive Italian flair.

WHO IS IT AIMED AT?
Arena branded products are aimed at the
swimming community, who range from elite
Olympic athletes right through to those
who only swim occasionally. The common
thread connecting all is that everyone wants
to look their best and perform to the best
possible standards. 

It is unlikely anyone would argue with
the observation that the human body has
many variations in size and shape. As a
result, Arena has designed for women
BODYLIFT swimsuits that are created to
make you feel and look amazing. Stylish
and comfortable, they feature shape
enhancing support, integrated control
panels, adjustable straps, internal bras
and stomach flattening properties in a
highly compressive, super soft fabric.

KEY FEATURES AND BENEFITS
Arena works closely with its Elite team of
athletes to produce products that match
and exceed expectations. The brand uses
only the best technical fabrics such as

PROFILE

On the

second to none. This has established
market confidence in the brand. What
we say is what we do. Comfort, quality,
design and functionality are carefully
priced to deliver the optimum balance,
irrespective of whether you are an end
user or retailer. This combination delivers
what the market wants.

WHAT’S THE MOST 
EFFECTIVE WAY A RETAILER 
CAN MARKET THE RANGE?
By understanding the technical merits of
the materials and why they are used in
the different and various ranges. Bring
these material differences to the
attention of a prospective end user.
Utilise both online and offline marketing
support to enable a retailer to make the
most of their customer relationships.
Recognise and support the Arena
identity as the benchmark standard for
the swimming community. 

For more information call 
Solosports Brands, Arena’s UK
distributor, on 01539 622322.

“OUR
CUSTOMER
SERVICE,
EXPERTISE,
PRODUCT
RANGE AND
RESOURCES
ARE SECOND
TO NONE”
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HOW LONG HAVE YOU BEEN PART
OF THE SPORTS TRADE?
I came into the sports industry 12 months
ago. Previous to that I had been working
in the appliance market, running the UK
operation of an Austrian manufacturer
that was a business turnaround
assignment. A few years previous I had
taken part in a
successful
management
buyout and, when
I moved on from
that part of my
career, I was
undecided as to
what I wanted to
do. When Royal
TenCate
approached me
about the artificial
turf market and I
looked at the
TigerTurf UK
manufacturing
plant, I was sold. I
love UK
manufacturing, I love sport and a
combination of both was perfect - 
I was hooked.

WHAT OTHER BRANDS DO 
YOU ADMIRE AND WHY?
One of the best brands anywhere is Red
Bull. They’ve done a fantastic job in building
brand equity, but also in positioning their
product in a way that price is never an
issue. Red Bull is now universally known
and it’s never in doubt as to what it is - the
‘Hoover’ of the energy drinks market.

WHO’S BEEN THE BIGGEST
INFLUENCE ON YOUR CAREER?
My first works manager at Conair who,
when I was an apprentice in polymer
materials handling, encouraged me to
want to be more than just the job role I
had been recruited for. With his guidance I
completed night school, started my career
development path and learnt the life
lesson of ‘if you want to build skyscrapers,
you build firm foundations first’.

WHAT’S BEEN YOUR CAREER
HIGHLIGHT TO DATE?
I have been lucky that I have already had
so many highlights to be proud of in my
career, but being given the opportunity
to lead the TigerTurf team has to be the
pinnacle so far. However, I expect great
things in the future with team Tiger.

CAN YOU TELL US 
ABOUT TIGERTURF?
TigerTurf is the UK’s premier manufacturer
of artificial turf and has one of the few
complete owned tufting and backing
operations in Europe. We produce very
high quality products that through our
continuous R&D programmes are what we

consider to be the
most player
friendly for skills
acquisition,
development and
enjoyment. We run
a socially and
environmentally
responsible factory,
with our whole
team working
together to achieve
this. We use ISO
9000 as our
statement of intent
to help guide our
business and moral
compass to deliver
the best products,

which are produced in a quality managed
and socially acceptable manner.

WHAT SPORTS CAN BE PLAYED 
ON YOUR SURFACES?
TigerTurf manufactures products
worldwide and therefore covers an array
of different sports around the globe,
including football, gridiron football,

RunnersFront

Paul Langford, managing director of TigerTurf UK

22 Follow us @SportsInsightUK

hockey, baseball, softball, lacrosse, 
tennis, golf, rugby, cricket and bowls.

We put our products through
extensive testing both internally and
externally in order to reach the highest
standards we expect from our sports
systems, gaining classifications from
various professional governing bodies
such as FIFA, ITF, FIH and the IRB, to
name a few.

TigerTurf UK is responsible for the
Middle East, Europe and Africa, while
TigerTurf Oceania concentrates on East
Asia, Australia and New Zealand.
TigerTurf America looks after Latin
America and North American regions.

We are all owned by an advanced
textiles company in The Netherlands
called Royal TenCate, which extrudes all
our yarns for us to then put into
production. TenCate also has other
divisions such as advanced armour,
industrial composites, outdoor fabrics and
geosynthetics. As one of the main
artificial turf suppliers worldwide, we
believe that as a UK manufacturer we are
manufacturing the best possible sports
systems in today’s market. With TenCate
behind us all the way, TigerTurf is set up
for a great year ahead.

WHY WOULD SOMEONE CHOOSE 
AN ARTIFICIAL SURFACE OVER 
A NATURAL ONE?
Living in the UK, we are continually
restricted by bad weather and we as
sports people have played all manner of
sports on muddy pitches. Games played
this way can lead to injuries and are often
not enjoyable. When you have a pitch
that restricts ball roll, bounce and
movement you have no chance to
develop your skills as a player. Synthetic
sports surfaces change the weather
dynamic completely. No matter what the
weather, you can play a proper game and
enjoy yourself - and at the end of the day
it’s all about player enjoyment.

For more information call 01299 253 966, email
info@tigerturf.co.uk or visit www.tigerturfworld.co.uk

PEOPLE

“WHEN YOU HAVE
A PITCH THAT
RESTRICTS BALL
ROLL, BOUNCE
AND MOVEMENT
YOU HAVE NO
CHANCE TO
DEVELOP YOUR
SKILLS AS A
PLAYER”
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HERITAGE | PERFORMANCE | RESPECT | AUTHENTIC | CONTEMPORARY

Scotland - Eric Muir - 07940 598779 | All Ireland - Brian Hutchinson - 07595 543835
London and South East - Bob Ludlam - 07973 394004 | Midlands and North - Dan Hume - 07960 013475
South West and Wales - Michael Morgan - 07973 802986 | You can also contact us on 08448 849861 or sales@uhlsportuk.com
www.spalding-basketball.com

facebook.com/Spalding.UK @SpaldingUK

– Spalding carries the whole range of authentic basketball equipment. 
From top performance basketballs, portable basketball systems to the perfect teams sport equipment. –

Spalding_Advert_SportsInsight_UK_210x297_RZ.indd   2 19.02.13   15:16



HOW AND WHY DID YOU GET 
INTO SPORTS RETAILING?
Having played a lot of club and
representative rugby back in the 1970s
and 1980s, I became an agent for some
fashion footwear brands. The sports
footwear market then exploded, so it felt
like a natural progression to open my
first general sports store in Brixham,
south Devon. We stocked a wide range
of products - from footwear through to
clothing and accessories. We expanded
into additional stores to capitalise on
business and the stores proved to be
very successful in the south west during
the late 1980s and 1990s.

WHAT EQUIPMENT DO YOU STOCK?
We specialise in rugby and football
equipment, clothing and accessories -
everything from boots, protective gear
and balls, right through to supporter 
and replica clothing. We supply goods 
to many different types of people, from
grass roots players right through to
professionals. We have a combination 
of ‘players’ who purchase equipment,
boots and protective gear from us 
and ‘supporters’ who buy replica shirts
and leisurewear.

HOW HAS TRADE BEEN 
SINCE YOU LAUNCHED?
With the slump in high street sales in the
late 1990s and the rise of online sales at
the start of the noughties, we decided to
specialise not only in ecommerce, but
also to focus on rugby rather than
general sports. This decision was partly
personal, with my passion being rugby,
but also a decision to focus on
something that was not readily available
on the high street. With my years of
experience in playing and coaching
rugby, it meant we were able to offer
that expertise to the customer. I feel the
future will see a further move to mobile
commerce, with the specialist market
being a massive area for growth.

WHAT ARE YOUR CURRENT
BESTSELLING PRODUCTS 
AND BRANDS?
Boots and replica clothing account for a
large part of our product sales. Most of
these are made up of the leading brands
such as adidas and Nike. Canterbury
clothing for rugby is very popular and we
are seeing good
growth with
more specialist
brands such as
ASICS, Mizuno
and KooGa.

ARE THERE
ANY CURRENT
OR FUTURE
MARKETING
STRATEGIES
YOU CAN TALK
ABOUT?
Our main focus is
on maintaining
our unrivalled
service levels.
We strive to be
the largest and
best online rugby
store and we do
so by offering
the best products, the best advice 
and the best service. 

Through a combination of traditional
contact via the phone and email, through
to utilising new technologies and
platforms like social networks, we are
trying to find new ways of
communicating with the customer. We
try to be where they want us to be, so
we’ve spent a lot of time and money
expanding our customer services
department. This allows us to answer
phone calls, respond to emails and chat
to people via Facebook quickly. The
British and Irish Lions Tour in Australia
from May onwards will also be a great
marketing opportunity for us, so we’ve
been working for the last 12 months to
capitalise on this amazing event.

HOW DO YOU FIND OUT 
ABOUT NEW PRODUCTS? 
We are not currently a member 
of any buying groups, so mainly 
source new products based on our
unrivalled knowledge of football 
and rugby merchandise.

WHAT DO YOU LIKE MOST AND
LEAST ABOUT THE BUSINESS?
Due to our passion for both rugby and
football, seeing the latest product
innovations in the early stages of
development is very exciting. While the
massive increase of online sales has
enabled our company to grow and reach
people we would never have reached
with our bricks and mortar stores, I do
sometimes miss the face to face contact
with our customers.

WHAT HAS BEEN YOUR BIGGEST
CHALLENGE SO FAR?
The biggest challenge in our industry,
especially specialising in ecommerce, is
the fast pace of technological advances.
With the further challenges of mobile and
tablet commerce, we are constantly
having to adapt our business to provide
the best experience to our customers.

The
RETAIL 

1980s

Insider
Lovell Rugby managing director Bob Lovell
gives us the low down on life in the sports trade
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“I FEEL THE
FUTURE
WILL SEE A
FURTHER
MOVE TO
MOBILE
COMMERCE,
WITH THE
SPECIALIST
MARKET
BEING A
MASSIVE
AREA FOR
GROWTH”
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For further information contact your sales representatives:
London & South East - Bob Ludlam - 07973 3940004 • South West & Wales - Michael Morgan - 07973 802986
Midlands & North - Dan Hume - 07960 013475 • All of Ireland - Brian Hutchinson - 07595 543835 • Scotland - Eric Muir - 07940 598779
You can also contact us on 08448 849861 or email sales@uhlsportuk.com • www.uhlsport.com

 - facebook.com/Uhlsport.UK - facebook.com/Uhlsport.UK

 - @UhlsportUK - @UhlsportUK

Technology in motion

BACKHAND
+ 3D embossed latex

PALM
+ Patented red ABSOLUTGRIP for 
 outstanding grip in all weathers

glove body
+ soft, breathable fabric material 
 for good comfort of wear

FASTENING
+ Wrap-around latex strap with 
 integrated fabric name fi eld

Cut
+ Special Surround cut for perfect
 grip and fi t

FROM HEAD TO TOE

create your 
individual 
goalkeeper outfi t!

Fangmaschine Absolutgrip Surround
Art. 1000 383 01

Hugo Lorris
Tottenham Hotspur F.C.

uhlsport_Advert Head to Toe_Lloris_210x297_RZ.indd   1 13.02.13   13:16



Prestige Leisure 
T: 0800 652 1234

PenCarrie
T: 0800 252 248

Ralawise
T: 0800 212 180

Ralawise Ireland
T: 1 800 599599

 SYNERGY POLO

WWW.SPALDINGEUROPE.COM

Our stylish and lightweight Synergy Polo is now 
available for men and women. Easy fit, with 
ergonomically cut seams to follow the natural lines of 
the body. This means less friction and skin irritation.

No glitz, no hype, just a great addition to our  
top-selling one team range.

MOISTURE  
MANAGEMENT

PERFORMANCE FABRIC FOR  
OPTIMUM WEARER COMFORT

LIGHTWEIGHT  
100% POLYESTER

SOFT AND LIGHTWEIGHT FABRIC FOR 
IMPROVED WEARER COMFORT

BECAUSE 
ONE SIZE 
DOESN’T 
FIT ALL.

®



ARE THERE PARTICULAR 
AREAS OF THE BUSINESS
EXPERIENCING GOOD GROWTH?
Sports that involve individual
participation continue to grow.
Running and swimming are
performing well, as is the category of
fitness, sports nutrition and women.
Football and rugby are solid with the
help of key product and campaign
support. Online is also growing, as are
a number of our own label brands. 

HOW DID 
YOUR RETAIL
MEMBERS FARE
DURING 2012.
HAS LOCATION
AFFECTED
PERFORMANCE?
Without a doubt
location is playing 
a part. The south
of England is
performing better
than other 
areas, but we
have also seen 
growth in Ireland
and pockets 
of growth
elsewhere. 

A more
general concern
is the ability of
our high streets
to remain
relevant and
attractive to
consumers to
shop and spend
time in. Key
shopping
locations are generally 
out of reach as a feasible option for
many independent retailers and non
vertical retailing operations.
Secondary towns, where many

WORKING
COLLECTIVELY

INTERSPORT

Tom Foley, general manager of INTERSPORT UK and Ireland,
expects low double digit growth this year as the company
continues to become a more visible player in the market
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WHAT’S BEEN YOUR BIGGEST
ACHIEVEMENT SINCE YOU BECAME
INTERSPORT UK GENERAL
MANAGER TWO YEARS AGO?
With so much that remains ongoing in
this business, it is never too wise to
talk about achievements. We have a
lot of projects currently underway and
one of the pleasing aspects is the fact
our member stores are supportive and
involved in developing our strategy. 

Our members work in a more
common direction now. Our shows are
more focused and deliberate and the
INTERSPORT brand is more visible in
the marketplace. There is still much to
improve on, but there is a momentum
now and our stores have seen the
benefit of working collectively,
including strong product and
marketing stories throughout the year,
good support from our key suppliers
and better achieved margins.

INTERSPORT INTERNATIONAL
RECENTLY REPORTED THAT SOME
OF ITS STRONGEST SALES
INCREASES IN 2012 CAME FROM
THE UK. DO YOU SEE THAT
CONTINUING IN 2013?
INTERSPORT UK has grown
substantially. While we are seeing
growth in member numbers, store
count and turnover, we are also
seeing marginal growth in our like for
like figures, which is very encouraging.
We expect low double digit growth
for 2013, as we continue to make
INTERSPORT a more visible player in
the market. 

independent retailers trade and
survive by offering a community 
the convenience of shopping locally,
are under attack from online 
retailers offering the convenience 
of shopping from home. So while
geographical location plays an
important part, so too does the need
to be located in a vibrant town with 
a healthy mix of retail, including
shopping, dining and entertainment,
in a pleasant streetscape with

convenient
accessibility.

HAS
INTERSPORT’S
CONSUMER
ADVERTISING
CAMPAIGN
BEEN
EFFECTIVE IN
PROMOTING
THE ‘EXPERT
ADVICE’
AVAILABLE IN
STORES?
It is one of the
many tools we
have been using
in recent times to
position
ourselves in the
eyes of the
consumer. We
have mirrored
the campaign in
store with PoS
and back it up
with the
knowledge that
our retailers have
a passion for
sports and are

well placed to offer expert advice.
We will continue to invest in
consumer campaigns highlighting our
points of difference and work to drive
more traffic in our doors.

Tom Foley, general manager of
INTERSPORT UK and Ireland 

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

“THE SOUTH OF ENGLAND IS PERFORMING
BETTER THAN OTHER AREAS, BUT WE HAVE
ALSO SEEN GROWTH IN IRELAND AND
POCKETS OF GROWTH ELSEWHERE”
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ry me, buy me. This
marketing technique has
some serious pedigree - it’s
been around since at least
the ancient Egyptians

(assuming you accept the word of
archaeologists). Personally, I do. Every
time I’ve been involved in creating a
marketing structure that included trial
as a key element it worked well.  

You know it’s true, too. How many
pairs of running shoes do you sell
without the customer trying them on?
(Okay, Christmas and birthday presents
excepted). The same goes for clothing.
Do not all the buyers of racquets and
bats pick them up and play imaginary
shots with them? 

HIGH REGARD
We also know that, when we buy a car,
we all take a test drive. You’re buying a
quality hi-fi from an independent
retailer? You take your choice of music
to test it out. I always have high regard
for a publican who offers me a taster of
a beer or snack I don’t know, and, boy,
do the brewing/pub industries fail to
recruit fans that way so often.

But apart from food and drink, where
you know within seconds if you like
something or not, these are what I call
‘mini trials’. My local Ford dealer offers a
whole day test drive if you’ve done the
30 minute version and feel you need
more. That’s the right attitude. I bought
it.In the sports retail trade, replicating
that approach is not so easy in many
cases. Unless you have unusual siting -
typically out of town with a nice big car
park - or a very big store, opportunities
to try product in real life circumstances
can be difficult going on impossible in a
number of cases. However, my personal
experience is that a lot of stores miss
the other opportunities available. 

Darts is easy and there are still
plenty of teams out there. But do you
have a proper 7ft 9in throw marked out
with a board at the right height? This
isn’t greedy for space and I suggest that
if you did you’d sell a lot more darts
because team members would tell
others about the facility. Equally, it
would enable you to sell a board to
some of them. 

T
By contrast, the first time I bought 

a set of darts the first retailer I tried
refused to let me throw at a board
“because I would make it unsellable”. 
So I went elsewhere. I was a student
then and told lots of people about 
my experience.

Pool cue sales would similarly benefit
from having a table available to players,
but I suspect a full sized snooker table
would be an ask too far. A table tennis
table can be folded down pretty fast.
Incidentally, three time Commonwealth
table tennis champion Matthew Syed
ascribes his success in the first place to
his parents’ decision to buy a table. His
brother became an international, too.
What sports keen dad, told that story,
isn’t going to at least think about having
a table in the garage, like the Syeds?

UPSELLING
If you can set up a mini goal somewhere,
every pair of junior football boots you sell
becomes an opportunity to sell a ball and
indeed one of those nets. In that case, the
upselling is so natural and distinctly
helped by good old pester power.

So trial definitely creates
opportunities for additional sales and
you don’t have to be a super seller to
introduce the idea. I would recommend
that if you’re looking at introducing trial
or increasing the number of sports
trialled, the potential for extra sales
should be an important consideration.

This is also a strong marketing
message. Trial offered on your website,
in your adverting and on in store PoS
will generate footfall, especially if your
competitors can’t, don’t or - as above -
won’t do it. You can also publicise the
facility in clubs locally and in pubs for
the darts and pool options. Collectively,
that adds up to a lot of potential
customers who you can reach at low or
no cost and you’re giving them a very
solid reason to choose your store. 

Offering product trials as well as expert
advice can give independents a
competitive edge, says Paul Clapham
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Take a look at Newton
running shoes. The brand
has a proposition called
‘60 days of better’,
whereby a customer
can return their
shoes, via the store
they purchased them
from, within that
time. That’s a
generous deal and
you might expect it
to be abused.
Marketing director
Mike Martin says not.
Out of thousands of
pairs of shoes sold, the
company’s had 10
returned. What a good
sales story that is for supplier
and retailer alike. 

Every marketing consultant will tell
you that an essential for business
success is to differentiate your offering
from the competition. A key element of
that for retailers is to convince
customers to choose your store first,
every time. The knowledge you offer trial
as well as expertise across the board is a
strong differentiator and one that, by
and large, the multiples can’t match.

A further benefit is that people
actually trying the product creates what
us marketing johnnies like to call ‘retail
theatre’. Applauding the guy who hits
double top makes him feel good. Sale.
You and a customer hitting a shuttlecock
to each other in the store would be fun
for everyone there and you don’t need a
net to find out if you like the feel of a
racquet. Little Billy slotting a goal past
dad into that mini net and celebrating
has plenty of ‘aah’ factor. 

Shopping should be fun and
shopping for sports goods doubly so.
Yet a lot of the retail experience is,
in truth, pretty humdrum, even
in sports stores. But if your

Retail

Boundary Sports is a hit
Sohale Abbas at Boundary Sports operates in a large outlet
in Birmingham, where he has a hitting area for cricket and
hockey. Abbas says that people come to Boundary Sports
for the stock and service foremost, but the hitting area adds
to the customer experience and it’s all part of giving a

better service, making the customer feel special. They also
give customers a cup of coffee. Keep them in your store
absorbing the atmosphere and ethos, why would they go
elsewhere? You won’t be surprised to learn that Abbas has
a marketing background.

THEATRE
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TRIALLING

store gets a reputation for being a fun place to be,
you are several yards ahead of the game. It also
helps attract and retain good staff.

Did I mention money? No, because none of the
above costs a single additional penny, unless
scrooges at those clubs and pubs charge you for
your announcement advert.

LIMITED
But what you can actively do in store is inherently
limited. A proper trial of a tennis racquet demands
use of a court. Checking out a choice of cricket bats
demands a net. I wouldn’t choose to stand too near
to a trial of archery equipment. As the Americans
put it, you have to take your show on the road. 

For this you will need to enlist the support of
suppliers and engage with schools and clubs. But
the potential is huge and again it’s not expensive.
The reps and marketing teams should be mustard
keen to be involved in a trial day you organise at a
local cricket or tennis club. 

This is where you may bump up against reality;
will the various brands want to share a platform?

To make the best of this, they need to.
Alternatively, you can focus on new product

launches where only one brand is involved.
Training night at a team sports club

could achieve anything up to 100 trials
of boots, clothing and equipment. 

It takes some work, but when
those men and women 

walk through the door
with your voucher,

that’s payback.
One final idea -

mini rugby. Any
retailer who’s
been at a rugby
club on a

Sunday morning
and seen the dozens 

of children from age four
upwards would recognise
both a present and future
market. Add in the
parents who are there;
this is a weekly family
event. That’s a lot of

sports enthusiasts to
engage with and trial of

product is the best way to 
get children interested. 
If you can make yourself the ‘go

to’ guy for the children, you’ve won. It
doesn’t stop at rugby. They will play other

sports and want to try lots. Talk to those clubs and
the grown up ones will recognise an opportunity to
improve the club and its services through trial
events at the ground.

“IF YOUR STORE GETS A
REPUTATION FOR BEING
A FUN PLACE TO BE, YOU
ARE SEVERAL YARDS
AHEAD OF THE GAME”
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hile the rest of us were
quaking in the grip of last
December’s near Arctic
weather, Emma Beddoes
was on a warm sunny

beach in the Caribbean’s Cayman
Islands. But as a top squash player 
you just have to learn to live with that
sort of thing.

Competing in the Women’s World
Open Squash Championships after a two
month injury lay off, England’s number
five went out to Camilla Serme of France.
But that didn’t dim 27-year-old Beddoes’
appreciation of the life that professional
squash has given her.

WORTHWHILE
“There are the ups and downs, the injuries
and disappointments, but going to the
Cayman Islands was the sort of
experience money can’t buy and makes
all the hard work worthwhile,” she says.

“Squash has taken me all over the
world and let me do things I would
probably never have done if I’d had an
orthodox job. In fact, I find it strange
when people call squash my job. It’s
something I love, something I’m good at
and something I’m so lucky to be able to
make a living from.” 

Climbing back up the rankings after
her injury, Beddoes, holder of seven 
WSA World Tour titles, has now joined
forces with MANTIS as its first female
brand ambassador.

And when we spoke, Beddoes was
looking forward to using the MANTIS
Power 110 racquet with the new Tour

EXCEPTIONAL
A former national junior tennis player and
qualified coach, Aldridge set up MANTIS
in 2009 “to offer exceptional quality at
exceptional prices”. The company is now
official racquet partner to the Allam
British Open Squash Championships to be
played in Hull in May.

Aldridge says: “Initial emphasis was
placed on tennis products, particularly
strings and grips, but as a result of
positive feedback we soon moved into
squash products, too.”

Beddoes was only eight when her
parents took her along to the local squash
club in Leamington Spa, Warwickshire,
where they were both enthusiastic
members. “They put a racquet and a ball
in my hands and that was that,” she
remembers.

In fact, strictly speaking, it wasn’t her
earliest career ambition. She once
confessed: “When I was really little, I

wanted to be a
cleaner. Seriously, I
used to have this little
trolley and walk
around cleaning. You
can ask my mum.

“I could also have
been a hockey player. I
played for the county
and went to a couple
of national squads, but
being responsible for
your own destiny in
squash was what
particularly appealed
to me. It was also a

wonderful combination of a physical
challenge and the social side.

“I really liked the people in the squash
world and my parents were good club
players. I finally chose between hockey
and squash when I was 15 and have never
regretted it.”

response strings in the forthcoming UK
National Squash Championships - the first
top player to do so.

“MANTIS is one of the most talked
about brands on the circuit and there are
exciting times ahead,” she says. “I am
looking forward to using the Power 110. I
usually know the moment I pick up a new
racquet if the feel is right for me and this
time I had no doubts. I know a lot of
people concerned with the brand and I’m
very pleased with the equipment. For
instance, the new strings absolutely suit
my game.”

MANTIS founder and managing
director Martin Aldridge says signing
Beddoes is a significant
move in the company’s
history: “There are
some exciting new
developments ahead in
the squash range and
the MANTIS brand
continues to go from
strength to strength.
Endorsements from
one of the top
professional players in
the UK only helps to
confirm our position
within the market.”

Beddoes joins
South African number one Steve
Coppinger, rising star Eddie Charlton and
top ranking juniors Elise Lazarus and
Robbie Keefe as MANTIS squash
ambassadors. Former UK number one
Greg Rusedski is the company’s tennis
range ambassador.

W

“BEING
RESPONSIBLE
FOR YOUR
OWN DESTINY
IN SQUASH
WAS WHAT
PARTICULARLY
APPEALED 
TO ME”

OLYMPIC OMISSION
Emma Beddoes is concerned that the game she loves
doesn’t get the media coverage she thinks it deserves: “One
major reason for this is that, inexplicably, it isn’t yet an
Olympic sport. Had we competed in 2012, I’m sure the UK
would have done well and given the sport a big boost. 

“Golf and rugby sevens will be included in the 2016 Rio
Games, while squash didn’t get enough votes to be included
in either. It’s a complete mystery. After all, badminton,
tennis and table tennis are long established Olympic sports,
but squash is arguably the most athletic and physically
demanding of them all.”

It’s now played in nearly 200 countries and the
UK has constantly produced a stream of world class
players, including a world champion in Nick Matthew.

Currently, squash is on the shortlist for acceptance at
the 2020 Games, to be held in either Madrid, Istanbul or
Tokyo, but so are baseball, karate, climbing and softball.
Only one new sport will be admitted.

“I haven’t lost hope of playing in the 2020 Olympics if
squash finally gets in,” Beddoes says. “I’ll be 34, but if I’m fit
and on top of my game, who knows? Stranger things have
happened in squash.”
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MY SPORTING LIFE

Emma
Beddoes

Meet the woman who finds it
strange when people call squash
her job. Tony James reports 
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As a junior, Beddoes played
for England 11 times and was
ranked number one. While
reading French and German at
Nottingham University, she
began to wonder whether she
could make a career from the
sport she loved. And her parents
backed her every inch of the
way: “They are real squash
enthusiasts and my dad was a
very good rugby player, too.

“I started to play seriously
when I left university in 2003
and finally turned professional in
2007. I soon found that squash
at this level is a lifestyle, not just
a job. Training is the absolute
key to success, along with diet
and fitness.”

Despite a busy training and
playing schedule, Beddoes still
tries to find time for a variety of
hobbies, including skiing, golf,
reading and travelling.

RANKINGS
After winning her first tour title
at the Colombo Open in Lisbon
in 2007, despite being struck
down with a kidney infection
only weeks earlier, Beddoes
moved steadily up the rankings
to reach number 21 in June 2012.

She explains: “Of course
there have been problems and
disappointments, particularly
with injuries, but squash has
given me a life I never dreamed
possible, travelling and meeting
really great people.”

At 27 and at the peak of 
her fitness, retirement from 
top class squash is hopefully 
far away for Beddoes, but has
she planned for when the day
finally comes?

“Not really,” she says. “I’m
not too keen on coaching, but I
would certainly like to stay in
the sport, perhaps on the
administration side, doing
everything possible to
encourage youngsters to come
into squash. In my day no one
came into school to tell you
about squash or where you
could play it, but now there are
massive programmes to
encourage young players and
that’s really good news.

“They’re starting younger,
too. I was eight when I started
and didn’t have proper coaching
until I was 11, but today
youngsters of two and three are
taking up mini squash, which
uses special equipment to teach
basic skills and develop balance
and coordination.”

INTERVIEW
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used the site owner may not know their
website drove the phone contact. We’re
all rotten at remembering to ask where
new business contacts came from in the
excitement of dealing with a new client or
business opportunity.

SOLUTION
It’s little wonder that people are frustrated.
There is, however, a solution. It’s called web
data mining, also known as web scraping,
screen scraping and data extraction. 

Web data mining enables you to get a
handle on the traffic to your site. It can tell
you where visitors came from. It can tell you
which pages on your site they looked at -
and equally valid, which ones they ignored.
As well as the obviously valuable ability to
uncover who those visitors were, knowing

which parts of your site attract
attention enables you to focus on

them in your communication
with customers.

The mining tools are plentiful and most
IT vendors will offer free demos and
software to enable you to establish what
suits you best. SAS, Cognos and, no
surprise, Microsoft are considered big
players in this market. Experts recommend
trialling several platforms before buying.
The American listing site DMOS has 53
different suppliers, so there is no shortage.

Data mining can also be used as a
source of business intelligence. It will, for
instance, search trade magazines and
newspapers and give you access to the
latest trends and views in the market. You
probably stay up to speed by reading this
magazine and other marketing publications,
but there are hosts of other business press
you probably never see. One important
nugget from, say, the Times Educational
Supplement, which you might read once in
a blue moon, could be the magic ingredient
in winning business from a school or college.

I have also read, as an example, of a

Paul Clapham explains how web data mining can
provide retailers with a rich seam of new customers

ost businesses in this sector
have a website. Typically, 
for a sports retailer, a site
operates as a digital
brochure - here we are, this is

what we’re about, these are our skills and
we’re jolly nice folk. And that tends to be
where it usually stops. A standard
complaint about websites that I hear
regularly from their owners is that they
don’t know whether they are getting any
benefit from them.

They know they get hits on the site
and how many, but they don’t know
where they come from, whether they are
from potential customers, prospective
suppliers or nosy competitors. In the vast
majority of cases, visitors to the site don’t
send a contact email. They may note a
name and phone number, but even if it is

M

Turning intoclicks
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business that created its own list of doctors
with all their contact details via web data
mining. I confess that I have no specific
information on who or how, but clearly what
can be achieved with doctors should apply
equally to sports club managers.

A key benefit of web data mining is
that the sales leads it creates are
somewhere between warm and hot.
Someone has actually sought you out and
found out some information about the
business. The conversation has already
started. As a minimum it would be a very
incurious potential supplier who didn’t
wonder why that initial access failed to
become an enquiry. Specialists in the
field, Lead Forensics, says that contacting
these website visitors produces a
conversion rate of 14-18 per cent. Note
that direct mail users are commonly
happy with two-four per cent.

There is also evidence that website
visitors trade themselves up. Discovering
that visitors are focusing on the high end
products featured on your site is one route
to becoming more profitable.

ADVANTAGES
There are advantages to being ahead of the
technological curve in marketing techniques.
Firstly, if you can turn a click on your site
into a lead and your competitors can’t, your
edge is obvious. Second, prospective clients
who see a business with technologically
advanced business development techniques
tend to translate that into ‘up to speed all
round’. Early adopters of PowerPoint, as a
case, saw their results climb before it
became ubiquitous. The pure business
rationale may not be there, but it happens.

Web data mining may achieve some
upcoming negative publicity, care of
Facebook. It proposes to sell advertisers
access to members based on mining.
Personally, I think the criticism of this is a
childish quibble typical of the web world. I
would far rather receive only those
communications relevant to my web usage
than the typical digital flood. 

It is, however, structurally different from
most web data mining in a critical way -
using data mining, you would be focused on
people who have visited your site, which by
any reasonable standard constitutes opting
in. The outlines of the Facebook deal suggest
that members will not necessarily have any
such option, other than leaving the site.

A lot of businesses have Google
Analytics built into their computer capability,
and that tends to be where it stops. That
free access from a big name supplier makes
plenty of businesses think they’ve ‘done it’.
The reality is that few businesses have the
ability or time to translate the opportunity
into results. More to the point, they simply
don’t know how to.

Many big businesses fail to turn

TEST CASES
Lead Forensics has a set of good test cases of how web data mining works. I’m a
fan of test cases even where they might not be instantly, obviously relevant.
Therefore, I hope you will bear with me.

Start with a Yorkshire based internet marketing consultancy. They were
committing lots of time and manpower to outbound sales calls. Using the Leads
Forensic system enabled them to focus on people who had shown initial interest.
More than that, they knew what product(s) from its range the prospective
customer was interested in. The result of that is the salesman can then tailor
his/her call to the customer.

How much money can you make out of this? Again, Lead Forensics has a case
study quoting a business to business company that generated £220,000 in
revenue in a relatively short space of time.

WEB DATA MINING
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opportunity into customers. Take, as an
example, translation from emailed
marketing ideas into sales opportunities.

Did those prospective customers
access the website? Did any of them
send an on-site email? Did they go into
the ‘access’ section?  If so, did they make
contact? When and if they visited the
website, did they become a solid
enquirer? Similarly, did they come to you
direct by entering your URL or was it via
a search on Google, Bing or similar? If the
latter, what were their criteria and is it
worth advertising there using such
criteria? All of this is available.

The magic ingredient of all this is
knowing how you got that particular
enquiry. If you know, you can go straight
back into the system and ask for their
business, with some subtlety, of course. 

MANAGEABLE
Jamie Mallalieu, sales manager at Zen Web
Solutions, says that businesses look at the
amount of data to be processed and get
scared. It is, however, far more manageable
than is instantly apparent. Zen is a digital
agency and quotes a number of examples
of creating big opportunities for clients.

Something I like is the example of
adding a few pages to a client’s website in
Portuguese to explore the Brazilian market.
Sure enough, that generated valuable
enquiries. Without the data mining element
that would be interesting, but who knows
about sales? 

The vast amount of customer
information on social sites demands
attention. For this business sector, the best
call is some basic information. While it’s not
classic data mining, it’s possible to dig into
Facebook or Twitter and find out how many
conversations have been based on, for
example, female only golf holidays. Yes,
you’ve then got to get busy engaging with
the people having those conversations, but
it brings buyer and seller closer together.
Connect that with Facebook ‘likes’ and you
have a better opportunity. 

For suppliers of products, I would
suggest that this is a valuable marketing
opportunity. If you can show your retail
clients where there is business to be had
and do so in a variety of sectors, you are
engaging with them in the most positive
way. Provision of such marketing insights is
basic to how lots of other sectors operate
and in this case it is not costly.
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in a new format that we hope
retailers will find simpler to use and
also easier on the eye.

“The relaunch of the Reydon
Sports brand coincides with our
biggest ever catalogue that includes
our new brands Precision, Mantis, Li
Ning, Albion and Mazon.  And also
includes other industry leading
brands including Speedo, Zoggs,
adidas, Mizuno, Optimum, Kooga
and IGoal.

“The look and feel of the
catalogue might have changed but
our ethos remains the same and our
desire to keep our status as the UK’s
leading sports wholesale and
distribution company is stronger
than ever.

“With over 3000 lines in stock
we are the ultimate one stop shop
for all sporting equipment
requirements and can deliver to
retailers anywhere in the UK within
48 hours.”

Reydon’s position as the stand
out for wholesale and distribution of
sports equipment and accessories in
the UK is only enhanced by the fact
that they now supply more of the
market leading brands and an even
greater product portfolio than ever
before.

Carter, who founded the
company in 1993, added; “We pride
ourselves on being able to offer a
complete purchasing and
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With their refreshing approach to
the business of sport they are
expecting 2013 to be a huge year
following on from the sporting
wave of 2012.

Founded in the early 1990’s by
Nigel Carter following a
management buyout during the
break up of Redmayne and Todd’s,
Reydon has continued to go from
strength to strength.

In the last 20 years the company
has grown from a staff of 20 and a
turnover of £2 million to a staff of
54 and a turnover of £14m and are
situated in a purpose built 40,000
square feet building in Easter Park in
Lenton, Nottingham.

Indeed many of the staff has
been with the company for over 30
years ensuring that the customers
continue to get the same level of
service from a familiar face.

The company continues to break
new ground and currently services
the requirements of over 1500
independent retailers as well as
trading relationships with Intersport
and Stag.

Later this month the all new
Reydon catalogue will be released to
the industry in a brand new format
that is expected to create a wave of
excitement across the UK.

Managing Director, Nigel Carter,
commented; “We are very excited
about the launch of the new Reydon
catalogue.

“The new and improved version
has all of the best bits from the
Reydon bible of years gone by just

REYDON SPORTS
HAS UNDERGONE A
TRANSFORMATION
IN 2013 Reydon Sports continue to push the

boundaries as Britain’s leading independent
sports wholesaler and distributor

distribution operation to all retailers.
“Since day one we have worked

hard to make sure we can provide a
solution for everyone. Specialist and
independent markets are more
important now than they have ever
been and our commitment
continues to grow and evolve to
help support them.”

The re vamped catalogue lands
on the desks of the sports industry
at the same time as Reydon have
restructured their sales operation to
improve efficiency and provide one
point of contact for all of their
customer base.

Carter added; “We conducted a
widespread review of our sales
operation and had some
tremendous feedback from our
customers.

“With the landscape of the
industry changing rapidly it is
important that we keep up to date
with the specific requirements of our
clients and improve the efficiency in
which they can place orders and
gain support.

“We now have dedicated
coverage from our sales operation
across the UK and have
implemented a number of changes
to the service based on the
customer feedback as well as our
own findings.”

Innovation and improvements
have also been made at Reydon
Sports PLC headquarters in the
heart of Nottingham.

The warehousing and distribution
centre in Lenton has undergone a
major upgrade with the introduction
of a new warehouse management
system.  As well as their
comprehensive service to the UK
Reydon also export their brands
worldwide and have extended their
network of distributors across the
globe.

Reydon Sports PLC continues to
lead the market and that looks set
to continue long into the future.

For more information regarding Reydon Sports PLC go to
www.reydonsports.com

For more information regarding the Reydon brands go to:

Albion - www.albioncricket.co.uk
Li Ning - www.li-ning-badminton.com
Mantis - www.mantis-sport.com
Mazon - www.mazonhockey.com
Precision - www.precisiontraining.uk.com

INFORMATION
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PETER CANNAN (11)
DUNCAIRN
MADDISTON ROAD
RUMFORD
FALKIRK
FK2 0SB
Mobile: 07712 008302
email: pcannan@blueyonder.co.uk
Scotland, (borders and central),
Dumfries, & Galloway, Fife,
Grampian, Hebrides, Highland,
Lothian, Orkney, Shetland,
Strathclyde, Tayside

CHRIS LEWIS (12)
HULL LODGE
LEVENS
CUMBRIA
LA8 8ND
Mobile: 07979 154001
email:
chrislewis@reydonsports.com
Cumbria, Blackpool, Lancashire,
Wirral, Cheshire, Mersyside, Gtr
Manchester, North Wales, Isle of
Mann, Gwynedd, Angelsy, Clwyd

JOE CHANDLER (18, 28)
153 Headley Lane
BRISTOL
BS13 7PH
Mobile: 07788 313656
email:
joechandler@reydonsports.com
South West, Gloucester,
Wiltshire, Dorset, Avon,
Somerset, Devon, Cornwall,
Bristol, Hampshire, Kent, Isle of
Wight, East & West Sussex,
Surrey, South London,
Basingstoke, Southampton

DAVID HAILWOOD (15)
39 CLARENCE ROAD
ATTENBOROUGH
NOTTINGHAM     
NG9 5HY
Mobile: 07774 631945
email: hailkatemm@aol.com
Staffordshire, Birmingham,
West Midls, Warwicks,
Shropshire, Hereford, Worcs,
Derbyshire, Sth Notts

JOHN HORNSBY  (13)
17 REDWOOD WAY
BRIDLINGTON
EAST YORKSHIRE  
YO16 7GY
Mobile: 07831 351802
email:
john@hornsby17.fsbusiness.co.uk
Bradford, York, Leeds, North
Humberside, Northumberland,
Tyneside, Durham, Cleveland,
North Yorkshire

JOHN KNOWLES (21)
QUAY BARN
HOLMAN WAY
TOPSHAM
EXETER, DEVON    
EX3 0EN
Mobile: 07831 167727
email: jknowles@eclipse.co.uk
Alderney, Guernsey, Jersey,
Sark, Isles of Scily

COLIN MARTIN (10)
8 AMBLESIDE DRIVE
BANGOR
COUNTY DOWN
NORTHERN IRELAND
BT20 4QB
Mobile: 07813 152818
email: colin651@hotmail.com
Northern Ireland

DAVID PEEL (14, 16,17)
31 BRACKEN WAY
HARWORTH
DONCASTER
SOUTH YORKSHIRE      
DN11 8SB
Mobile: 07889 305357
email:
davidpeel@btinternet.com
Lincolnshire, Leicester, South
Yorkshire ,
South Humberside, North
Nottinghamshire, Hucknall,
Sheffield, Gwent, Glamorgan,
Swansea
Norfolk ,Suffolk ,Cambridge,
Northants, Southend,
Peterborough

NIGEL ROSS (19)
5 EVELYN GROVE
EALING  
LONDON  
W5 3QG
Mobile: 07860 230918
email:
nigel.ross@btinternet.com
Essex, Hertfordshire, Middlesex,
Berkshire, Buckinghamshire,
North London postal districts
north of Thames, Oxfordshire,
Bedfordshire, Milton Keynes

LEE SPORTS 
DISTRIBUTORS LTD
UNIT 3 MFT BUSINESS PARK
DOUGHCLOYNE INDUSTRIAL
ESTATE
WILTON
CORK
IRELAND
Tele: 00353 868508838
Southern Ireland

REYDON SALES FORCE
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PURSUITS

once in a lifetime
opportunity. A sporting
festival that will create a
lasting legacy. Such
sentiments were uttered at

regular intervals in the long lead up to
and during the London 2012 Olympic and
Paralympic Games.

Legacy, which became known almost
flippantly as the ‘L word’ due to its
extensive use, was meant to not just refer
to the bricks and mortar of the
infrastructure created for the Games, but
to the expected boost it would provide to
sports participation in the UK. More bodies
playing sport naturally means more
equipment required and, thus, more sales.

CROWDS
Has that been the case, though, for those
Olympic disciplines that had previously taken
place almost unnoticed by the British, but
during last July and August were played out
before huge crowds in the Olympic Park?

The likes of volleyball and handball do
not have a Jessica Ennis, Mo Farah or
Rebecca Adlington to use as a marketing
icon. The fact that Britain competed in these
team events, which are hugely popular
elsewhere but way down the list here, for
the first time at an Olympics made people
take notice. So have suppliers been flooded
with orders for nets, goals and balls?

“We have not had a massive spike, we
have not noticed a legacy,” says John
Royce of Universal Services, a company
that provides volleyball equipment to
schools and leisure centres. “As a
company, we have been involved with
volleyball for the past 30 years. The
Olympics were good, but then the Great
Britain teams lost their funding, which is
disappointing, but we don’t rely on events

or the visibility of the sport. It’s
government policy on spending
and investment in schools that
is important to us.”

In October 2010 the
coalition government cut
the funding for sport in
schools, with an annual
£160 million of public
funding for 450
School Sport
Partnerships
in England

Follow us @SportsInsightUK

A

London 2012 showcased to full houses
such sports as volleyball, handball and

goalball. Are there any signs of
increased demand for equipment in
these sports or has the legacy gone

flat? Adrian Hill reports

36

“ENGLAND HANDBALL 
HAS REPORTED THAT

PARTICIPATION FIGURES
QUADRUPLED LAST YEAR

COMPARED TO 2009”
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OLYMPIC LEGACY

completely withdrawn. Despite this, Royce
says trade is steady, with his company
benefiting from a large list of contacts,
being active in many sports markets and
the reputation it has gained since being
formed in 1978.

“As long as there are new schools
being created and new builds in the
leisure sector, that’s what matters,” he
adds. “Any activity going on is good for
us. International events don’t affect us. It’s
a change in culture that does.”

SKILL
After the Olympics came the Paralympics
that, if anything, was an even greater
success in the way it not only brought
minority sports to national attention, but
also showcased the skill and athleticism
of disabled sportsmen and women.

Goalball, a three person team sport
originally designed for blind athletes and
governed by the International Blind
Sports Federation, which involves
blindfolded players throwing a ball with
bells embedded into it, was one of the
revelations of the Games. The sensory
awareness side of the sport fascinated
spectators and TV viewers.

“We have had a lot of enquiries,” says
Russell Warnock from Goalfix Sports, a
specialist supplier of aluminium goals and
sports equipment. “Goalball UK is the
equivalent of The FA - they help promote
and run the game. They wanted to host
the 2010 Goalball World Championships
at the EIS in Sheffield, but didn’t have any
goals. At the time we specialised in
football goals, but we were fascinated by
the sport. We produced the goals to the
IBSA [world governing body] approved
standard and now we sell to Indonesia,
Mexico, Brazil, the United States and
mainland Europe.”

CAPTURING THE IMAGINATION

A Goalball goal is big (1.3 metres high
and nine metres long), so is not the
easiest piece of equipment to store or set
up. “It requires a large amount of
aluminium and therefore has a lot of
weight and so generally stays at the
same location,” Warnock explains. “We
produce a lightweight version that can be
transported by car in four bags to
multiple venues. It costs £2,146.

“Goalball tends to be voluntary, so the
money available is limited. Since the
Paralympics, where the GB women’s
team was competitive and the men’s
team struggled, there has been funding
made available to support the women
ahead of Rio 2016. We have had
enquiries, but not orders, basically due to
the cost of the goals. We try to help by
asking what budget is available and then
trying to split the cost over two years
worth of budgets. Aluminium has gone
up in price, but our goals are
competitively priced for how much they
cost to produce. We offer free delivery,
which could save a few hundred pounds.”

The equipment may be unwieldy, but
the powerful argument in goalball’s
favour is its ability to be easily
understood and applicable not just to the
blind but also sighted players; the eye
shade is an essential part of the
equipment - all players are equal.

INCLUSIVE
Warnock adds: “It’s an inclusive sport. It
doesn’t matter so much about sporting
ability, as goalball is reliant on sound - it’s
a leveller. A lot of schools are interested
because of this inclusive aspect. Children
love it, they play with a softer ball than

the tournament ball, which is like a
basketball, and when used by trained
athletes really does fly.”

With balls costing from £40 and eye
shades retailing from £30, the basic
equipment is not expensive, but the
barrier to growth could be procedural.
The court has to be marked by string
that is then covered in masking tape so
that players are able to use the sense of
touch to provide them with an idea of
where they are. This takes time and, in
terms of schools, can make serious
inroads into the brief windows provided
by PE and games lessons.

“Goalball does have a future, but it
needs more investment,” acknowledges
Warnock. “It needs people to go into
schools, set up the court and teach - time
is a factor.” 

That said, the fact a conversation is
taking place with a retailer about how
goalball can grow shows the power of
the 2012 phenomenon.
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Handball is a sport that
was created in Scandinavia
and Germany at the end of
the 19th century, but it has
never gained a foothold in
the crowded UK sports
market. However, there
are signs the publicity
given to it from ticket
sales and British
participation at London
2012 has had an effect. 

England Handball 
has reported that
participation figures
quadrupled last year
compared to 2009, with
the number of clubs
growing by 13 per cent,
and forecasts that over
the next 18 months the
number of clubs will go
up by 86 per cent. There
has also been growth in
the related sports of
tchoukball and dodgeball.

“Handball has a very
proactive governing body;
they just get it and
understood it pre-
Olympics, during the
Olympics and post-
Olympics,” says a
spokesman for Bishop
Sports and Leisure, the
leading supplier of handball
equipment in the UK. “We
cannot increase
participation, but what we
can do is offer equipment
at the right price. We have
developed educational
balls that have been going
down a storm. It appears
that what happened at the
Copper Box [handball
arena] at the Olympics has
certainly captured the
imagination of PE teachers
and the ability to purchase
competitively priced
equipment has enabled

them to offer handball as
an option.

“We also have available
a set of handball resources
specifically developed for
schools. At a time when
British Handball has seen its
funding cut, we believe you
need to go from the
bottom up and work hard
at the grass roots. Give
them all a ball and let them
have an experience of the
sport and gain a positive
feeling about it.

“Tchoukball sales are
also good. Although not an
Olympic sport, schools
seem to want to try the
sport. Another sport that
continues to increase in
popularity is dodgeball.
Again, we have introduced
a range of equipment for
schools and the take up is
extremely encouraging.”

Federation Internationale de Volleyball

Federation Internationale de Volleyball

Federation Internationale de Volleyball
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ver 81,000 business
professionals from 109
countries visited Munich
to share the ISPO
experience from February

3-6 - four per cent more than in 2012.
Bucking any negative trade show trends,
the recently rebranded ISPO MUNICH
event not only took its visitor attendance to
an even higher level, but provided its global
audience with a range of new features and an
ISPO Cup winner who quite literally was in a
different stratosphere.

When it comes to inspiration and the spirit of ‘can
do’, it doesn’t come any better than Felix
Baumgartner, who was honoured by ISPO for his Red
Bull Stratos achievement on October 14, 2012. Those
who still recall the thrill of witnessing ‘one giant step
for mankind’ being taken will have considered theirs
a once in a lifetime viewing experience.   Until Felix
Baumgartner became the fastest man in freefall,
reaching a preliminary speed of Mach 1.24 (1,342.8
kmh/833.9 mph) and breaking the speed of sound
on the way down.  

SPIRIT
Baumgartner’s love of extreme sporting limits is
fuelled by his self confessed passion for expanding
boundaries. And that is the very same spirit the
ISPO brand has been generating through growing
its multiplatform approach to sports business.

ISPO MUNICH 2013 took square metre business
and turned it through 360° to create opportunity and
business engagement from every which way you
engaged with the show. Whether that be launching a
product, looking for distribution, linking up with like-
minded professionals or learning about global retail
challenges and solutions at the new ISPO ACADEMY.
Here product design students, those with retail
ambition and forward thinking sports business
participants were able to exchange and expand
expertise. The ISPO ACADEMY makes ISPO

O

ISPO MUNICH achieves
stellar success with
record global
attendance and
some out of this
world inspiration 

accessible outside the showground and can be taken
right to the heart of the audience. The concept saw
one of its first events take place in London, with a
highly successful trade workshop and networking
event alongside the Ski & Snowboard show. 

From brand to buyer to retail business
professional, today’s participation at ISPO MUNICH
means ‘beyond limitation’ thinking. Themes and
creativity throughout the halls resonate with
everyone, not just those with design in mind. Digital
engagement is high on the ISPO agenda, with a
more interactive website and well received app to
place the show firmly in visitors’ hands. Whether
they wanted to participate in the retail conferences
and workshops that ISPO ACADEMY offered or
identify trends and topics on the agenda that could
be added to buying objectives.

VISITORS
This year 66 per cent of visitors hailed from outside
of Germany, the majority from Italy, Austria, France,
Great Britain and Switzerland. Klaus Dittrich,
chairman and CEO of Messe München International,
says: “We experienced the strongest increase from
Europe and Asia.”  U
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SHOW REVIEW

It was notable that a number of UK
brands forged distribution partnerships
with Chinese companies at ISPO
MUNICH, which provided a business
springboard for the increasingly
popular ISPO BEIJING show. 

On the exhibitor side, ISPO
MUNICH also experienced growth -
2,481 exhibitors from 52 countries
(2012: 2,344/51) presented their latest
products. The net exhibition space
increased by 430 square metres to
103,220 square metres in total, once
again validating ISPO MUNICH’s role
as the leading international platform
for the entire sports business. 

Around 74 per cent of visitors
rated ISPO MUNICH 2013 as
‘excellent to very good’, while 24 per
cent rated the show as ‘good’. 

The positive results in 2012 for
sports retail in particular created an
upbeat outlook for the future.
Highlighting one of the recent
decisions by the ISPO team - to
enable the crossover between the
healthcare, fitness and sports markets
- the second ISPO Health Forum, held
on February 5 at the International

2013 marked one of the 
biggest and most successful
representations from the UK’s 
sports and outdoor industries at 
the Munich show.  

The FSPA showcased a superb
range of traditional core sports in its
group area, complete with the
addition of the London Lounge,
introduced in partnership with ISPO to
build on the heritage and authenticity
of London 2012. This new business
networking area provided a hub for
UK customers and show participants
alike, as well as an international focal
point for talking British business. 

The annual UK get together was
attended by exhibitors, potential
future participants, INTERSPORT
members and independent retailers, as
well as Markus Hefter, ISPO exhibition
group director and team members. 

For those with an outdoor focus,
the OIA provided an information point
to support members, while CEO
Andrew Denton was a keynote
speaker on the busy Snow Ice & Rock

Summit area, where ‘Britain on
Foot’ continued to drive forward

the message about the UK’s truly
‘Great’ heritage. 

Tom Foley, general
manager of INTERSPORT UK
and Ireland, says: “The fact
ISPO is now more than a
trade show and acts as a
networking platform as
well as a spotlight on
creativity and business
trends underlines the 
value of our decision to
make ISPO MUNICH a
critical part of our buying
programme for the UK 
and Ireland.”

“FROM BRAND TO BUYER TO
RETAIL BUSINESS PROFESSIONAL,
TODAY’S PARTICIPATION AT ISPO
MUNICH MEANS ‘BEYOND
LIMITATION’ THINKING”
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Congress Center Munich, 
also confirmed the successful
thinking behind this development. 

PORTFOLIO
ACADEMY and Healthcare were part
of the new portfolio that could be
tapped into - and they were globally
well received. This included the
online platform ISPO CONNECT,
simplifying contacts and networking
between exhibitors and visitors
ahead of the show, which received a
‘very good’ to ‘good’ rating from 89
per cent of those polled, while 93
per cent highly rated the new
approach to ISPO AWARD, the
sports industry’s seal of quality.  

By pushing these boundaries in
professional and exhibition thinking,
ISPO is undoubtedly the benchmark,
meeting modern international sports
industry needs through its
development as a year round, full
service provider, enabling
networking expertise from all over
the world throughout the year and
actively endorsing market
developments and trends.
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SPORTLUUB.COM

For more information contact
ian@uksportingproducts.com

MAKE

SURE
YOU

Sport-Luub has easy application and the slick 
friction reduction needed to keep the dreaded 
chaff at bay.   Skin is protected and nourished 
with the healing and soothing properties of aloe 
vera and arnica. 

Suit-Luub is more than a lubrication product; 
it has been specifi cally formulated to consider 
the suit and your skin. During wetsuit swimming 
high rotation and movement within the wetsuit 
and the skin can be subject to chaffi ng, no 
matter how good your suit and its materials. 
Open water swimming demands regular 
sighting and high head positions, in these 
positions wetsuits can tend to fi ght back. 
Suit-Luub has a non-petroleum formula which 
ensures the neoprene foam is not attacked 
and deteriorated early in its life. Brittle-ness is 
reduced and comfort enhanced.  

SUITLUUB.COM

Sportluub trade advert.indd   2 14/03/2013   15:28



comprehensive, reflecting an
increased emphasis on other sports
and activities in addition to running.
The Vibram FiveFingers team has
explored the potential of a number of
uses and styles and has delivered a
range that just about every in or
outdoor activity can be catered for. 

For example, the gym market - the
KMD Sport (formerly known as
Komodo Sport), with its added insole
and reduced internal stitching, is a
perfect shoe for general gym training
or running. 

For serious distance runners, the
transitioning issue could often be a
barrier to sales. However, looking
beyond this type of running,

ADVERTORIAL
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Primal Lifestyle is the UK distributor
for Vibram FiveFingers, the unique
and highly distinctive ‘barefoot’
footwear concept consisting of a five
‘fingered’ sole of Vibram® rubber and
a glove-like upper. Highly flexible, the
footwear helps the natural articulation
of the foot by stimulating the muscles
of the lower limbs and providing a
higher sense of well being to the
whole body.

ADVANTAGES
The footwear was made available in
the UK through Primal Lifestyle in
2007 and sales growth has been rapid. 

To effectively manage growth in
what promises to be another big year
for Vibram FiveFingers, Primal
Lifestyle has invested in all aspects
of the business, including sales,
marketing, customer service
and stock control.

Firstly, Dan
Hume  has been
brought on board
to head up the sales
operation. Dan
has 20 years’
experience in
the sports
market and has
been associated
with Vibram
FiveFingers as an
agent for four years
already. What’s more
he’s a FiveFingers
enthusiast who really
lives the brand. 

Says Dan: “Primal
Lifestyle is a young
company and has
undertaken a massive
challenge. The passion and
belief in the product is
insurmountable, however Matt
Wallden and his team would be
the first to acknowledge that their
operation has not been without its
frailties in the early years. However,
we have made some major changes
to ensure the whole operation runs
more smoothly.” 

For 2013 the product range is

transitioning should not be an issue, as
FiveFingers footwear can be easily
and safely used for most sports and
leisure activities

Primal Lifestyle has also invested
heavily in stock for 2013. The
company admits it has faced
challenges in terms of managing
stock levels in the past whilst growth
has doubled year on year. 

OPPORTUNITY
High stock levels give the company
an excellent opportunity to not only
service its existing account base
better, but to also provide it with
enough scope to expand its
customer base. 

An additional focus for 2013 is
on providing better customer

care and training. Primal
Lifestyle has just
completed a barefoot
training video that can

be added to
individual

retailer
websites to
aid sell in.
Sales support
also comes

from a heavy
investment in in-

store POS and
window displays.

A new website
will be debuting
this summer and

Primal Lifestyle will
be running a

programme of
presentations and road

shows to running clubs
and gyms to drive business

into stores and help in the
FiveFingers education process. 

For now the brand is
enjoying its status as one of

the hottest new sports brands
in the UK, but it is far from

complacent - and working hard 
to ensure its success and growth

continues in running, sports and
other leisure activities.

VIBRAM
FIVEFINGERS
ADAPTS FOR
GROWTH IN 2013

CONTACT For more information contact Primal Lifestyle, Unit 5, Glebelands Centre, Vincent Lane, Dorking, Surrey RH4 3HW
Tel: 01306 883 240    Email: info@primallifestyle.com    Web: www.primallifestyle.com

UK distributor Primal
Lifestyle invests in

product range, stock and
marketing to drive

business forward
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All suppliers listed on thewholesaler.co.uk 
have been thoroughly vetted and are:

 Genuine suppliers 

 Based in the UK 

 With verified contact details

 Holding stock in the UK

 Suppliers to independent retailers

Are you really sure about 
that supplier you found 
on the web?

You would be if you found them on

We’ve been tracking down the best UK 
wholesalers on the web for the past 
10 years and we know every trick in the 
book used by unscrupulous suppliers.

And for this peace of mind…
what do we charge you?

Find your next supplier by visiting:

Nothing…

Not a bean…

Not even a sausage for the dog!

thewholesaler.co.uk is completely FREE to 
use for buyers, you can search through our online 
directory without needing to register your details or 
pay a subscription. All we ask, is that if you contact a 
supplier from our listings, just mention us when they 
ask how you found them! 
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BADMINTON

WHY DID ADIDAS DECIDE TO
MOVE INTO BADMINTON?
Badminton is a sport with global
appeal - 250 million people play it
worldwide. It’s massive in Asia and
there are strong, mature markets in
Europe offering a huge
opportunity for adidas to enter the
market with an exciting range of
top quality, innovative products. 

HOW DID ADIDAS GET
STARTED IN BADMINTON?
adidas already had a strong
relationship with Hong Kong
based sports licensee KWCC and
decided to support KWCC to build
a market leading competency in
badminton. We recruited leading
badminton engineers and product
developers from Japan and
Europe and the past two years
have been spent developing a
broad range of products that
include rackets, badminton string,
grips, feather and synthetic
shuttlecocks, luggage and
accessories. adidas Germany
has provided the expertise in
the development of
badminton specific clothing
and footwear. The range
was completed late 2012.

HOW DID YOU GET
INVOLVED WITH
ADIDAS?
I started out playing
badminton aged five
and played for Junior
England from 10 to 17,
then joined the senior
global tour for four
years. I made it to
number 43 in the world
in men’s singles, but had
to retire when I was 24
because of a back injury. It
was disappointing, but I
could see that if I stayed in
badminton and played for the
next 10 years I wouldn’t make it
to the pinnacle and therefore saw
it as a timely point to start a
career in business. I’ve held a
variety of sports related roles,
including time at Badminton
England, as well as various
product and marketing roles,
more recently head of commercial
at a sports marketing agency.
Racket Sports Europe was keen
to bring badminton expertise into

Did you know that badminton is the second most popular sport
in the world? adidas does. Louise Ramsay finds out more from
Matthew Shuker, product and marketing director at Racket
Sports Europe, the exclusive distributor for adidas Badminton
products in the UK and Ireland
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generating racket in the range.
■ The adizero range is fast and
light - good in reactive defence or
fast attack - and comes in yellow.
■ The precision range is coloured
mainly orange and is a balance
between lightness and power.

We have rackets to suit all
standards of play, from the
professional through the
intermediate levels to the beginner
and junior player.

WHAT OTHER UNIQUE
PRODUCTS ARE YOU
OFFERING?
adidas has created a hybrid
string, which is unique to
badminton. Tennis brands
already offer different strings to
achieve various performance
benefits, but badminton brands
have not moved into this area.
We’ve introduced two different
types of string constructions for
main and cross strings to achieve
a unique blend of power,
durability and control.  

WHAT IS THE BADMINTON
MARKET LIKE IN THE UK?
England makes up 80 to 90
per cent of the market and
the recreational market is
growing. The last Active
People Survey found
badminton to be the sixth
most played sport by
adults, with 544,000
regular weekly players, up
from 516,000 in 2006,
while the last Taking Part
Survey found that more
than 500,000 12 to 16 year
olds play the sport. 

Schools have a healthy
take up of badminton too, as

shown by the Center Parcs
National Schools

Championships, which last year
saw 30,000 kids competing,

making it the biggest badminton
competition across England.
Badminton England also works
hard on club structure, helping
clubs to retain membership and
facilities and to be sustainable, but
also supports badminton through
social and recreational play at
leisure centres. 

For example, there are now
over 400 No Strings Badminton

identifying performance benefits.
adidas has therefore launched a
racket range with defined pillars
of performance benefit:

■ The adipower range has a red
cosmetic and is the power

the business and therefore asked
me to join in November 2012. 

WHAT WILL ADIDAS BRING
TO THE MARKET?
A great brand like adidas is going
to be good for badminton. It will
raise the sport’s profile and bring
new people into the game.
Badminton has been very much a
one brand story for the last 25
years - we believe the future will
be somewhat different.

WHAT PRODUCTS ARE
ADIDAS OFFERING?
A complete range of specific
badminton products for every
major customer segment. Take
rackets as an example. Our
consumer and trade research
tells us there is a challenge in
easily navigating badminton
racket ranges and quickly
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“IN 10 YEARS WE
WANT TO HAVE

CHALLENGED
SOME OF THE
TRADITIONAL

CONVENTIONS
LINKED TO

BADMINTON AND
EXPOSED A NEW

GLOBAL AUDIENCE
TO THE SPORT”

franchises
around
England
offering
sessions
for social

players. The
Olympics

sparked a
surge in interest

in recreational play
too with a 120 per cent
increase in internet traffic to
the No Strings Badminton
website after the Games.

HOW DO YOU SEE
ADIDAS BADMINTON
DEVELOPING?
This year is a building phase
for us. We have recruited a
market leading team of
badminton experts to
develop an insightful product
range and deliver our trade
and consumer
sales and
marketing
functions.
In five years
adidas
wants to
be seen 
as part 
of the
badminton
community.
In 10 years
we want to have challenged
some of the traditional
conventions linked to
badminton and exposed 
a new global audience to 
the sport. 

HOW ARE YOU
MARKETING THE
PRODUCT?
We are adopting a refreshing
approach to our brand and
product communications, as
our Facebook page
[www.facebook.com/adidasba
dminton] will demonstrate.
The visuals are not, in the
majority, typical badminton
advertising. It’s exciting to be
part of what will no doubt be
a successful launch. As a
badminton enthusiast, I’m
excited that adidas has taken
badminton on.
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NEW SOCK
DEVELOPMENTS -

TRAIL RUNNING 
AND CYCLING

THE NEW HILLY CYCLO SOCK WAS
LAUNCHED IN FEBRUARY AT THE BIKE &

TRIATHLON SHOW IN MANCHESTER.
DESIGNED FOR BIKE RIDERS, THIS NEW
DEVELOPMENT FROM HILLY FEATURES

ALL THE HIGH SPECIFICATIONS OF A
HILLY SOCK IN A LONGER LENGTH, WITH

X-STATIC SILVER FIBRES AIDING A
FRESHER AND MORE COMFORTABLE
FEEL FOR THE WEARER AND ANKLE
FENDERS FOR ADDED PROTECTION.

ORDERS ARE NOW BEING TAKEN FOR
AVAILABILITY THIS SPRING. 

Available now are the second phase products
from the redesigned Hilly running sock range.

One of the highlights is the new Trail Anklet,
which is a complete redesign for 2013. New

cushioning is complemented with ventilation
panels on the upper foot for additional

cooling, while the technical two-layer fabric
wicks moisture away to keep the foot dry. 

Call your local sales agent or Hilly’s 
sales office on 0161 366 5020 for 

orders or further information.

|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
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GEL-FUJIELITE 
BRAND NEW FOR FAST PACED TRAIL RUNNING, THE GEL-
FUJIELITE (SSP £110) BOASTS A FULL GROUND CONTACT
OUTSOLE THAT ENSURES MORE AGGRESSIVE RUBBER TREAD
HITS THE TRAIL, PROVIDING EXCELLENT TRACTION ON EVEN 
THE MOST SLIPPERY OF SLOPES. THIS CONSTRUCTION ALSO
PROVIDES INHERENT STABILITY, ENABLING RUNNERS TO
CONFIDENTLY NEGOTIATE UNEVEN SURFACES. 

The propulsion trusstic at the core of the shoe mimics the plantar
fascia in the arch of your foot, assisting your foot in propelling you
forward. It also features a hotmelt upper that is non absorbent, plus
an 8mm heel drop and heel clutch counter to ensure a secure heel fit. 
For more information call 01925 243360, 
email info@asics.co.uk or visit www.asics.co.uk
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INOV-8 RACE PRO EXTREME 4
STRIPPED BACK AND HELL-BENT ON PEAK 
PERFORMANCE, INOV-8’S NEW RACE PRO EXTREME 4
OFFERS THE LIGHTEST SOLUTION TO CARRYING TWO
LITRES OF LIQUID WHEN RUNNING.

Weighing in at just 280g / 9.9oz, the revolutionary pack is the
first of its kind to include inov-8’s unique patented H20rizontal
reservoir sewn in to the waist belt, reducing material and
keeping the fluid closer to the body. 

The two litre reservoir sits at the bottom of a four litre main
compartment, guaranteeing must-go-faster mountain and trail
racers enough space to carry essential items, as well as the
ability to drink on the move. 

inov-8 founder Wayne Edy says: “The race pro extreme 4 is
about as deconstructed and performance focused as a pack
can go. The technology used means the fluid is divided into
segments, thus reducing unwanted movement. Ridges at the
bottom of the reservoir ensure water moves to the middle,
increasing the athletes centre of gravity and improving balance.” 

With a waist belt and mesh pockets on the hip fins, as well as
adjustable chest and lightweight shoulder straps, this nylon
ripstop constructed pack is set to be a smash hit with speed
merchants who demand the best. 

The race pro extreme 4 is one of several new packs to be
launched by inov-8 this spring/summer.
For more information call 01388 744900 or visit www.inov-8.com
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URBAN TO TRAIL RUNNING -
RONHILL’S GOT IT SORTED
THE AWARD WINNING TRAIL TEMPEST JACKET IS THE
CENTREPIECE OF THE NEW RONHILL 2013 RANGE, WHICH
ENCOMPASSES KIT DESIGNED AND CREATED FOR ROAD
AND OFF-ROAD RUNNING ENTHUSIASTS. 

The Tempest is a lightweight, breathable
waterproof jacket developed for multi-day
events and mountain marathon races. 
Other products in the Trail range contain
practical solutions for gels, nutrition and

accessories with a range of pockets 
and loops built in. 

The new urban Advance and
Aspiration collections bring
together a high level of technical,
performance fabrics and design
styles to keep you looking good,
fresh and protected from whatever
weather the British summer brings. 
For more information or to 
place an order call your local 
sales rep or Ronhill’s sales office
on 0161 366 5020.

TROLLEY DASH
|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||lll
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1. SAUCONY. 01794 537537. SAUCONY.CO.UK
2. GEL-EXCEL33 2. ASICS. 01925 243360. WWW.ASICS.CO.UK
3. ROCLITE RANGE. INOV-8. 01388 744900. WWW.INOV-8.COM
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I AM MADE OF STICKING TO
MY PATH. NO MATTER WHAT.

CHRISTIAN SCHIESTER, TRAIL RUNNER

BETTER YOUR BEST with myasics.co.uk
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MMA

ixed martial arts is big
news. A fitness, training
and full combat sport that
includes boxing, wrestling,
Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu and Thai

boxing among its disciplines, according
to the Ultimate Fighting Championship,
the sport’s most high profile promoter,
its events are watched in over one
billion homes worldwide, while in the
UK MMA events are broadcast on Sky,
ESPN and UFC.TV. 

The history of MMA goes back as far
as the ancient Olympics, but it only
emerged as a modern sport in 1993
when the Gracie family founded the UFC
in America. The first UFC event was held
in Denver, Colorado and was promoted
as a competition to determine the most
effective martial art for unarmed combat
situations. The rules were few, making it
a dangerous game to play. Improved
regulation over the years has, however,
seen MMA accepted as a safe,
mainstream sport.   

TOP RANKED
The UFC now hosts more than 20 fights
every year featuring most of the top

M

FIGHTING
Mixed martial arts is fast gaining in popularity,
not just among people who want to fight in
the ring, but also those who want to get fit,

reports Louise Ramsay

ALL OVER WORKOUT
But why is MMA so good for fitness?
Ian Fox is the founder and creator of
MMA Fitness, an MMA fitness training
programme he launched 18 months
ago. He’s also founder of Fox
Fitness, one of the world’s leading
fitness training companies, and Fox
Martial Arts. “MMA is unique,” he
says, “and it gives the body a
complete all over workout. Mixed is
the key word here - the different
disciplines mean the body is
exercised in so many different ways.

“All major muscles are targeted,
whereas in a regular exercise routine
only one aspect of the body comes
under focus, so it builds overall
strength. It works to develop
cardiovascular performance,
develops the core and burns off
calories at a mile a minute. It also
makes participants feel great -
there’s no better feeling than
accomplishing your goals.”

Fox agrees that people are
often inspired to take up MMA
because of its growing
popularity as a spectator sport
- the stars look so good,
participants want a slice of the
action for themselves. “A
good case in point is Ronda
Rousey recently becoming
the UFC bantamweight
champion,” he says. “As soon
as she did, we had a spike
of enquires, particularly
from women. But they
want to get her physique,
they don’t want to fight.”

LOOSE CLOTHING
At a basic fitness level, there
isn’t a lot of kit involved. “If
someone wants to work out
from home, the main piece of
kit they’re going to need is a
soft mat, because a carpet isn’t
going to be soft enough for some
of the moves,” says Fox. “Other than
that it’s light, loose clothing and perhaps

ranked fighters in the world, while a
myriad of other promoters and
organisations worldwide provide
opportunities to watch and take part in
the sport.  

The UFC says that while the fight
aspect of MMA undoubtedly makes it
attractive, what really drives its
popularity are its athletes - because the
dedication in terms of training and
lifestyle that it takes to get to UFC level
is rarely seen in other sporting
disciplines. But MMA doesn’t just draw
in audiences, it also inspires people to
take it up. While it’s difficult to find
statistics that say how many people
take part in MMA, gyms specialising in
the sport have mushroomed both in the
UK and across the world - and
competing isn’t the main aim. 

According to the Big MMA Survey for
2012, which was carried out by Front Row
MMA, a UK MMA and UFC news outlet,
the majority of people who enjoy MMA
take part to improve their fitness levels,
rather than fight in the ring - the exact
figures showing 60 per cent of men and
68 per cent of women train in MMA
techniques, but choose not to compete. 
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a pair of trainers, though a lot of
people work out in bare feet.”

However, once participants
get more involved there is

money to be made out of
the increasing popularity of
MMA. Iron Gym’s home
gym products are
multifunctional, easy to
use and offer a cost
effective alternative to
expensive gym training.
The sponsor of UK
promoter UCMMA’s
events, the company
has noticed that pull-up
bars and its forearm
trainer, called Iron
Arms, have sold well to
MMA participants in
recent years.

“I think pull-up bars
will be our bestselling
item this year as well,”
says Harri Vartiainen
country manager for 
the UK at Iron Gym. 
“But overall easy to 
use, compact and
affordable home exercise
equipment is getting more
and more popular.”

“MIXED IS 
THE KEY WORD

HERE - THE
DIFFERENT

DISCIPLINES
MEAN THE BODY

IS EXERCISED
IN SO MANY
DIFFERENT

WAYS”

OF WOMEN TRAIN IN MMA
TECHNIQUES, BUT CHOOSE

NOT TO COMPETE

68%
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KING BOXING
KING BOXING WAS CREATED TO MEET THE NEEDS OF
MODERN AMATEUR AND PROFESSIONAL BOXERS AND
MARTIAL ARTISTS WITH QUALITY PRODUCTS AT
AFFORDABLE PRICES. NOT ONLY HAS THE COMPANY
PROVIDED PRODUCTS FOR SENIORS, BUT IT HAS
ALSO SPECIALISED IN PROVIDING HIGH QUALITY
EQUIPMENT AND CLOTHING FOR THE YOUTH OF TODAY.

All King Boxing’s sparring and pro fight gloves are
handmade of high quality leather and are currently used
by both professional and amateur boxers, kick boxers and
Thai boxers.

The brand’s gloves have been designed and developed
over a two year period and have been rigorously tested in
UK gyms to enable King Boxing to create gloves that
provide both comfort and protection. 

King Boxing is proud to announce that many professional
boxers and amateur champions have endorsed its products
in UK gyms and have commented on how comfortable the
brand’s gloves feel when performing in the ring.

Says George Patterson, WKU Middleweight Kick Boxing
Champion: “A superb high quality glove that I use in the
gym for bouts and sparring.”
For more information call 01622 691222 
or email sales@kingboxing.biz

IRON GYM
IRON GYM PRODUCTS ARE MULTIFUNCTIONAL, EASY TO USE
AND AFFORDABLE IMPULSE PURCHASES, WITH AN AVERAGE
CONSUMER PRICE OF £29.90. 

The attractive packaging and point of sale, coupled with the
range’s concept, have proven to catch consumers’ attention and
immediately start making money for your business. 

Iron Gym has a flexible approach to doing business and can offer
customised collections to best fit your requirements.
For more information call 075 0644 3652, 
email sales@irongym-europe.com or visit 
www.irongym-europe.com
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n an age of social media,
good customer support is
of paramount importance. 
Today your business is
more likely to receive

enquiries via its Twitter or Facebook
pages than any other customer touch
point, yet less than a third of these
queries are answered.

Research by Sitel, a provider of
customer care outsourcing services, has
revealed that 15 per cent of consumers 
in the 16-24 age group use social 
media sites as their initial point of
contact for customer services support.
And the immediacy with which negative

I
sentiment can be expressed online via
social media networks is a wake up call
to all businesses that have yet to
integrate social media into their
customer service strategies.

SPEED
When it comes to social media, speed is
of the essence. Research from
Brandwatch, a company that supplies
social media monitoring and analytics
tools, showed that the faster a company
can respond to a query via its social
channels the better, as speed equates to
increases in brand advocacy and,
consequently, sales. John Lewis, for
instance, can respond to a direct tweet
in a little over three hours.

However, as Giles Palmer, founder
and CEO of Brandwatch, explains, speed
isn’t always enough: “Often, when faced
with a negative comment brands are
too quick to ping back an automated
message. Perhaps this is the industry’s15%

A rapid response to a tweet or Facebook comment can have a positive impact
not only on your business’ reputation, but also its bottom line, says Dave Howell
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Customer care
in cyberspace

fault for placing too much emphasis on
speed of response. It’s not just about
speed - it’s about understanding what
your customers are taking the time to
tell you learning lessons, and acting on
this feedback.”

A recent YouGov survey showed that
27 per cent of UK adults who use the
internet interact with brands over the
web at least once a month, 44 per cent
of respondents who interact with brands
on the internet request information, 26
per cent share information about things
they buy online and 19 per cent discuss
what they think about brands.

EFFECTIVE
How can you ensure your business is
responding effectively to enquiries and
requests from customers via the social
networks it is a part of? “Identify team
members who already have experience
in social media and engage them to help
bring all team members up to speed,”
advises Atal Malviya, CEO of social
media marketing specialist Odimax.

“Look at the practices of industry
leaders who are delivering great service
via social media and establish which of
these practices you can implement on a
smaller scale. Establish your initial
strategy and policy, assign
responsibilities and be prepared to
review and update as your team
becomes more confident in this new
aspect of their job roles.”

Laura Dinneen, head of strategy at
social business design consultancy
Bloom Worldwide, adds: “Governance
and education are key to empowering
your people at the frontline and should
be the first steps in getting your social
media customer service strategy off the
ground. By governance, we mean easy
to follow rules of engagement, dos and
don’ts, when to escalate, etc.”

Today your business is likely to be
contacted by customers using mobile
devices. Indeed, a report from telecoms
company Optus Business states:
‘Customers are stepping up their
expectations that organisations will
interact with them online and over
mobile devices. The greatest area of
growth is in mobile applications and the
share of surveyed organisations that
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believed customers wanted them to
offer mobile applications is expected to
rise from 18 per cent now to 35 per cent
in three to five years.’

Mobile is the customer services
touch point of the future. Retailers
looking at their online stores and how
they can be leveraged for mobile access
must factor in social media customer
services response as well.

ENGAGEMENT
Paul Greenberg, who wrote the book
Customer Relationship Management at
the Speed of Light, says: “The underlying
principle for social CRM’s success is very
different from its predecessor. Traditional
CRM is based on an internal operational
approach to manage customer
relationships effectively. But social CRM is
based on the ability of a company to
meet the personal agendas of its
customers while, at the same time,
meeting the objectives of its own
business plan. It is aimed at customer
engagement rather than customer
management.”

Laura Dinneen adds: “Small
businesses that use social customer
service strategically alongside mobile,
apps and social data will be in a strong
position to respond to the needs of the
social customer in the coming years.
Customers are demanding more and
becoming less loyal to big brands. Social
media offers small businesses the

“JOHN
LEWIS CAN
RESPOND 
TO A DIRECT
TWEET IN 
A LITTLE
OVER THREE
HOURS”

opportunity to level the playing field and
outperform big brands in social customer
service by fostering positive experiences
to evolve the relationships between
customer and brand.”

Many businesses now have a fully
developed social media strategy. When it
comes to customer service, however,
customer interaction can often be less
than professional and, in many cases,
enquiries and requests made via social
media channels go unanswered. This
state of affairs can’t go on. Businesses
that continue to ignore the social
component of customer service will
potentially lose customers. 

Conversely, if your business embraces
the social component of CRM the
rewards can be great. It’s not easy to be
as agile as your business needs to be in
this space, but customer service has
evolved to a point where traditional
approaches are simply no longer viable.
A quick response to a tweet or Facebook
comment can have a huge positive
impact, not only on your business’
reputation, but also its bottom line.

35%
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Email: sales@koolpak.co.uk   Website: www.koolpaktrade.co.uk
Tel: 0800 180 4285   Fax: 0870 622 1133

®

Kool products from the professionals choice
With more and more people participating everyday in some kind of 
sporting activity and no matter how fi t or athletic they are, everyone 

runs the risks of picking up some kind of injury. With immediate 
treatment essential to help speed up recovery times, the Koolpak 

range of sports injury products are perfect to help with the 
treatment of soft tissue injuries, sprains, bumps 
and bruises. Instant Ice Packs, Kool Sprays and 

Cold Bandages are just some of the products 
available which are designed especially 

to put you back on the road 
to recovery.



s a retailer, you may have
been ensuring your store’s
online presence is efficient
for your domestic audience.
However, the internet is a

global phenomenon and many
businesses that track visitors to their
websites may see high numbers of
overseas customers. In this case, the
question is whether you should take
steps to support them.

There are a number of practical steps
online retailers can take to make their
site more friendly for international traffic.
This begins with the overall performance
of the site itself. Visitors from the four
corners of the earth will potentially have
a very different experience when
connecting with your site. Here you can
take action and ensure your site is
optimised for speed.

EFFICIENT
Begin by assessing how your website is
hosted. Many retailers, in the rush to get
online in the early days of ecommerce,

A
may have bought hosting plans that are
no longer sufficient for their needs.
Shared servers should be replaced with
dedicated ones to ensure maximum
efficiency is always maintained. 

Don’t forget, a slow site, or a site
that is unavailable for even a few
minutes, can mean many lost sales, with
negative sentiment directed at your
store across social networks. It’s worth
reading the best practice guidance from
the Yahoo! Developer Network
(http://developer.yahoo.com/performanc
e/rules.html) as it offers advice most
retailers won’t have contemplated.

When retailers consider how to
globalise their websites, they often think
about translation into other languages. If
your business receives a high level of
sales from non English speaking regions,
it may be commercially sensible to

Is it worth making your online presence accessible on
an international scale? Dave Howell investigates
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translate your site into that language.
However, most businesses will rely on
machine translation offered by Google
Translate. This service has been
improving rapidly since it first appeared. 

To ensure machine translation is as
accurate as possible, think about the
content of your web pages. If they
contain a lot of images with embedded
text that is needed for navigation, for
instance, these won’t translate, which
immediately handicaps your site. Run
your most visited pages through a
translation programme, as you may be
surprised at the results.

“Translating your website must be
approached carefully, as danger lurks
behind you,” says Phil Rothwell, sales and
marketing director at ecommerce
specialist SellerDeck. “When you
promote your products in another

boundaries

Business
WITHOUT

Q&A
IS IT WORTH THE INVESTMENT NEEDED
TO MAKE AN ONLINE STORE ACCESSIBLE
TO AN INTERNATIONAL AUDIENCE?
It’s not only a good investment, it’s also
getting simpler to create bespoke online
resources for different regions. Using
geolocation technology, it’s possible to

serve people different content based on their IP addresses, so
visitors see content in their own language, which makes the
experience simpler and more personal to each market.

CAN TRANSLATING A WEBSITE INTO ANOTHER 
LANGUAGE DELIVER A LIFT IN SALES?
Anything that makes the online consumer journey quicker and more
personal will always lead to an increase in engagement. Whether
that leads to an increase in sales will ultimately depend on the
product or service in question and the content supporting it. 

SHOULD RETAILERS ATTEMPT TO DEVELOP A 
UNIVERSAL WEBSITE THAT IS ACCESSIBLE BY 
AS MANY PEOPLE AS POSSIBLE OR LOOK TO 
DEVELOP ONE FOR SPECIFIC TERRITORIES?
Small businesses normally do not have the budgets to
create a truly global solution. What makes more sense is
to focus on a core market or region through an initial
online launch and then use social media, which is a global
tool, to build support, before then expanding sales
channels geographically. By using social media, small
businesses can even crowd source decisions on where to
locate next, based on feedback from their community.

IN YOUR VIEW, HOW GOOD IS THE 
GOOGLE TRANSLATION TOOL?
Google Translate is an effective quick fix, but as ever
the intricacies of local language can often be lost,
leading to inaccurate translation and copy. The best
solution would always be to create a professional
translation up front.

Haran Ramachandran, digital director at M&C Saatchi Sport and Entertainment
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language, you set the expectation that
you will be able to provide customer
service in that language as well. If you
can’t, how are you going to sort out the
inevitable problems you encounter with
transactions and shipping?”

CARE
Internationalising your business’ website
should be approached with care. The use
of conventions with navigation and other
page elements will ensure overseas
customers, who may not be able to read
English, can still navigate your site. 

Pay attention to elements such as
colour, which can mean different things
to overseas customers. And don’t forget
to ensure that the all important trolley
and checkout systems your site uses are
accessible by everyone. Currency
conversion at the checkout can now be
performed with ease. Contact your
ecommerce supplier for details.

Business can now be transacted on
a global scale, thanks to the internet.
Retailers that have focused on
their domestic and local markets
and have seen these contract
recently could successfully
expand their operations
into many other regions.
Business knows no
boundaries.
Supporting regions
outside of your
home country
could deliver a
major boost
to sales.

WHAT SEO TECHNIQUES SHOULD A RETAILER ADOPT
WHEN AIMING AT AN INTERNATIONAL AUDIENCE?
Keyword optimisation is always key, irrespective of market.
However, the keywords you include should be specific to
each region in which you operate. Social media is now a
growing part of a brand’s SEO profile, so ensuring any
associated social platforms are also optimised and pointing
to the main website is critical. 

WHAT IMPACT HAS THE DEVELOPMENT OF
SMARTPHONES AND TABLET PCS AND THE RISE OF
RESPONSIVE DESIGN HAD ON THE CREATION OF
ECOMMERCE SITES FOR INTERNATIONAL AUDIENCES?
It has had a huge impact. The emergence of HTML 5 design
means that consumers can have a rich and intuitive browsing
experience on any device. The saturation of smartphones in
many markets has only increased the need for brands to
look seriously at their mobile sales and marketing channels.
Brands like ASOS and MR PORTER have led the way on
mobile commerce, creating slick and simple apps to drive

sales, but smaller brands can use these techniques to create
their own mobile sales channels. 

HOW HAS THE NEED TO SUPPORT SOCIAL MEDIA
IMPACTED ON THE DEVELOPMENT AND DESIGN OF
ECOMMERCE SITES FOR INTERNATIONAL AUDIENCES?
Social media is an inescapable part of a brand’s ecosystem.
However, what platform works best varies greatly depending
on the product and market in question. For example, for a
50-plus demographic the likes of Facebook and Twitter do
not make sense, whereas a simple microsite does. In South
America social media is booming, with Facebook in
particular growing exponentially, whereas in Europe
membership is starting to plateau. 

So it’s a case of understanding your audience and fishing
where the fish are when it comes to social media. From a
functional perspective, it is now very easy to set up ecommerce
offerings through the likes of Facebook where once there were
concerns over security. Twitter also offers creative ways to
monetise the channel to create digital word of mouth.

“WHEN YOU PROMOTE YOUR PRODUCTS
IN ANOTHER LANGUAGE, YOU SET THE
EXPECTATION YOU WILL BE ABLE TO
PROVIDE CUSTOMER SERVICE IN THAT
LANGUAGE AS WELL”
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My assistant Norman said we ought to go
to more trade shows. “We’re so out of
touch with technological developments
in the shop,” he said. “When that bloke
came in yesterday talking about ultra
marathon tactics, you thought it was a
new kind of peppermint.”

“Look here,” I said, “I’ve been to more
trade shows than you’ve sold impact
absorbing mouthguards. Can I remind
you who came back from the Crystal
Palace sports exhibition with Roger
Bannister’s autograph?”.

TEDDY BOY
“I wasn’t even born then,” Norman said.
“And my dad was a Teddy boy and
blokes went out running in pumps and
braces with a slice of pork pie in their
back pockets. Things have moved on a
bit since then.”

Maybe Norman had a point and when
he found two free tickets in Sports Insight
for a show I couldn’t think of a good
reason not to have a trip to London, apart
from the fact we hadn’t closed the shop
on a Saturday since the Winter of
Discontent in 1979.  

The upshot was that there we were,
at seven in the morning, outside the
Conservative Club with old Mr Mortiboys
from next door and Dave from the gym
waiting for the minibus to the show,
arranged by my friend Harbottle who has
a sports shop near the
crematorium.

To cut a long story
short, only when we were
halfway round the M25
did it finally dawn on us
that our fellow travellers
didn’t seem to know an
awful lot about running
shoe cushioning, but
were Ipswich Town
supporters going to an
away match to Millwall.
We had got on the
wrong bus.

Dave and Harbottle said they didn’t
know why they were going to the show
anyway because they couldn’t afford to
buy anything and were quite happy just
to have a cheap day out. 

Mr Mortiboys said he didn’t care
where he went, so long as he could sit
down. Only Norman actually wanted to
go to ExCeL and when he was defeated
4-1 on a show of hands we were
welcomed aboard as Ipswich supporters
and invited along to the match. It

immediately increased the
away support by more than
30 per cent. 

They were a friendly
lot. A cove on the back
seat, who offered round
his Jaffa Cakes, was
finishing a jigsaw he
had brought with
him of Sir Bobby
Robson with the
FA Cup Ipswich
won in 1978. “I
reckon I’ve
done really
well,” he said.
“It’s only
taken me
three weeks
and it says
10 to 12
years on
the box.”

Some
of the
chaps were
talking
about the last
home game with
Huddersfield. “For a
minute I thought we
were in with a chance,” one said. “Then the
game started.” Apparently the manager
was caught speeding on the way to the

match. “You’ve got to
hand it to him,” one of
the supporters said. “He’ll
do anything for three
points.”

One bloke said his
dog was a great
supporter of the Tractor
Boys and would be
listening at home to the
results on the radio. “He
always barks when the
name comes up,” he
said. “What does he do
when we win?” someone

asked. “I don’t know,” the dog owner
replied. “I’ve only had him three years.”  

One of the female fans said she
worked in the Ipswich supporters’ club
shop and had brought along some
Ipswich Town tablecloths, which were
selling at half price as they did tend to
slip down the table.

TAKEOVER BID
There was surprisingly little trouble at the
match. True, a pound coin was thrown on
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to the pitch, but the police couldn’t
decide whether it was a missile or a
takeover bid. On the row in front of us
there was an empty seat and at half time
the chap sitting next to it told us the seat
had been his late wife’s.

“Couldn’t you find a friend or relative
to use the seat?” asked old Mr Mortiboys.
“Not really,” said the chap. “They’re all at
the funeral.”

Ipswich lost 1-0, but our friendly fans
were surprisingly philosophical. “It could
have been worse,” said one. “I suppose
we were pretty lucky just to get nil.”

They dropped us off at the
Conservative Club on their way back to
Ipswich and we all agreed to say nothing
to our nearest and dearest about the
slight detour via Millwall football ground.
After all, as Harbottle said, anyone can
get on the wrong bus and when you’ve
seen one low volume personalised
sportswear solution you’ve pretty well
seen them all.

The only slight problem is that my
wife was apparently expecting a souvenir
from the ExCeL exhibition and I’m still
working on a plausible explanation for a
ticket for Millwall’s Cold Blow Lane Stand
and a cut price Ipswich tablecloth.
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